Adya Rajkotia Luthra
Editor-In-Chief

year’s worth of memories are inked and compressed into these
pages you hold before you. “Uncensored is a crystallization of
what it means to be a Ramite” is what someone once told me and I
could never have put it more eloquently.

A

The work that went into this creation however, is not as picture perfect
and I could not begin to describe the hours that went into editing,
formatting and an almost infinite number of trips to the printer. None
of this, of course, could have been done without certain people.
These include the Senior Editors or the Edboard veterans. The two
Vrindas, Nandita, Tarini and Bhatta whose editing skills are
indispensible. Swati and Mudgal who proved to us that a picture is most
definitely worth a thousand words. Tanya, Yuv and Mihika who ever so
often emerged from their artistic worlds to present us with something
beautiful. And of course, Anjini and Ashwin, who preserved my mental
stability this past year.
Credit must be given to the usually unacknowledged team of subeditors
who endured sleepless nights and creative mood swings for this
publication. You all really were brilliant.
Piku Ma’am has been forgiving, patient and supportive throughout this
year and Prerna Ma’am has been essential for the proper functioning of
the Hindi department of the Editorial Board. We can’t thank you enough.
Thank you, Komal Ma’am. You have been there with invaluable advice and
support.
Thank you Balwantji, for always taking our calls and going along with
our crazy ideas.
And to everyone who has helped out with this magazine in anyway,
remember that there is a bit of you in between these covers. Cherish
the memories of this last year, for the next one won’t be the same.
And so, the Editorial Board hands over to you, the culmination of their
work :Uncensored 2012-2013
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Komal Sood
Principal

Dear Children,
Visit a restaurant, a theatre performance, or a parent meeting, and you
see most people checking their messages, reading or answering mails, or
even playing Angry Birds (or is that passé?) or Temple Run on their
latest phones. No one looks anyone in the eye any more. As human beings,
we should naturally crave contact with one another. But sadly, as the
world grows more and more technologically advanced, we seem to be losing
our ability to connect with other human beings.
The Internet, texting, tweeting, iMail, email, Gmail, iChat, Facebook,
FaceTime, and phrases such as ‘LOL’, ‘TMI’, ‘BFF’, ‘NSFW’, ‘OMFG’, and
‘LMFAO’ all seem to be taking over our lives.
The recently concluded graduation ceremony highlighted something that has
been staring us all in the eye for a long time. Every school function
starts with an announcement requesting everyone to switch off their mobile
phones. And yet, a large number of phones still ring during the programme,
making you wonder whether the audience is even involved in the performance!
When I was in college, we did not have Facebook, we had a phonebook. And we
didn’t use Twitter - we used old fashioned gossip! We didn’t send emails,
we wrote letters. Have we forgotten the beauty of a handwritten letter?
We have lost touch with our simpler selves!
Could we, just for a moment, embrace our analogue past? Is it possible to
escape the constant barrage of electronic information? Wouldn’t it be
nice to not receive a hundred emails a day?
Focussing on the simplest of things seems to be beyond us. We cannot
watch a television programme, read a book, or eat in a restaurant without
constantly checking our BBM, Facebook or Twitter.
I would still love a warm hug in person from my children more than a
virtual one. I’d still rather see a beatific smile on my child’s face
than receive a‘ :)’.
Being an optimist, I am hoping that things will change for the bettermaybe not very soon, but hopefully soon enough.
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Monica Sagar
Vice Principal

The only constant is change - this was cited by the three philosophers
Socrates, Aristotle and Heraclitus in 470 BC but is as true today as
it was then. Isaac Asimov continued in the same vein- The only
constant is change, continuing change, inevitable change... that is
the dominant factor in society today. No sensible decision can be
made any longer without taking into account not only the world as it
is, but the world as it will be.
In the world around us, firms and organizations ensure that customers’
curiosity is kept alive with new products or systems all the time and
they are just a mouse-click away from something new. The world today
craves originality and measures time in nanoseconds- so change is
the only way to get it. One can only get better by changing and
evolving, by doing something different, by trying something new as
well as consolidating the old with innovative practice, by pushing
oneself out of one’s comfort zone.
As citizens of the 21st century, each one of us needs to become the
best- not by doing what everyone else is doing, but by doing it
better. We need to think of completely new things and try them. If at
first we don’t succeed, we need to try, try, and try again… We need
to do everything to make it happen, and then some. More of the same
gets you more of the same. Otherwise, if everyone else is moving
forward, you’ll be moving backwards by comparison. In The Shri Ram
School, all of you need to think of doing things in a new waywhether it is making new friends, a new way of putting a smile on
someone’s face, a new way of learning the same old things, adopt a
new passion, a new habit, take time out of your life for the
underprivileged- make a new friend from amongst them!
So change it up, do it different. Do it better. Learn to reach out!
Try something new!
Just do it!
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Manisha Malhotra
Vice Principal

t is 29th Dec, PTM at TSRS Moulsari, and I find some students
standing at a table requesting people to join the signature campaign
requesting the government to look at how girls in Delhi could be
protected: Maybe by changing the law or increasing vigilance or educating
the masses. When I spoke to them I could sense their outrage against
the wrong, their empathy towards the victim, their conviction that
change had to happen and that they would bring it about.

I

The sight of these students volunteering to initiate change, willing
to stand up for what they believe in, giving up their so-called
Facebook and Twitter time, gladdened my heart for I could now envision
India to be growing in the right direction. Taking this thought further,
I must say the manner in which the youth, especially, in Delhi came
together has shown the world that Young India has awakened; they will
not accept injustice and they will not be victimised and they will not
let corruption win. They will raise a voice, a voice that is peaceful
but forceful and long-lasting!
The peaceful protest also indicated that the Gandhian principle of
non-violence is still the strongest strategy to bring about change.
This silent but powerful protest reiterated that if the cause is
important we do not require one single leader to sustain it, the cause
itself can be an effective leader. It also confirmed the power of We
versus I.
Finally, I cheer to encourage the youngsters to keep up the silent
demand so that the mindset of the people in our society will change!
Keep up the fight for the right! This will surely help realise the
truth of the dream that Rabindranath Tagore envisioned “Where the mind
is without fear …… Into that heaven of freedom my father let my country
awake.”
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Anant Mital
Head of Student Council
ost of us in school wonder what on
earth the Editorial Board does
the whole year.
They’re always running around with
papers and folders looking important,
getting articles from some class or
the other, having their lunch time
meetings and, of course, bunking class.
Very few are the instances when an
Editorial Board member decides to grace
the classroom with their presence. And
you begin to wonder what these people
actually spend their time doing.

Competition also managed to find
themselves a place in the calendar.

M

Our much loved basketball tournament,
still affectionately referred to as “Shri
Pepsi”, provided us with yet another
couple of days of action, at the end
of which we finished 2nd, but only after
having put up an extremely spirited
fight in the finals.
And of course, there was Sports Day,
Activity Day, and all the Inter-House
Matches and Activities.
In short, we’ve had a pretty crazy year.
And while most of us sat lazily in the
audience, the Editorial Board was out
there, making sure they had got
everything there was to get.

The truth is that the Editorial Board
is probably the hardest working group
of people in this school.
There’s the school magazine, of course,
as well as a bi-monthly newsletter (a
recent addition). And if that’s not
enough to handle, everything that
happens in school- elections,
assemblies, activity day, sports day,
matches, inter-school events, you name
it- gets covered by the Editorial Board.

For us, the students, and in particular,
the graduating batch, the magazine is
something we look forward to rather
eagerly, because it’s a reflection of
the entire year gone by; more
importantly, it’s a reflection of us.
We’ve now spent fourteen years here at
this school. Principals have changed,
directors have changed, teachers have
changed, classes have changed and, in
the case of senior school, the entire
face of the school has changedliterally. But the one constant has
been the magazine.

And this past year hasn’t, by any stretch
of imagination, been uneventful.
On the contrary, we’ve probably had
the most packed year ever.
We had the school’s first ever Kalashri,
which saw some of India’s most well
known artists share with us their
knowledge and experience. We had the
Kalidas Initiative concert, which went
off like a dream. We had Shri Debate,
which, as always, is one of the biggest
events on the school calendar. Shri
Khoj (which we ended up winning, much
to the delight of the science
department) and the Eco-Buzz

And it’s only thanks to Piku Maam,
Adya, and the bunch of frustratingly
efficient people who call themselves
the Editorial Board that you are holding
this magazine in your hand right now.
So go ahead, turn the page, and go
through yet another brilliant volume
of Uncensored.
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And the people in the photographs always seem a lot
happier than you are.

beings remaining to remember that anyone ever existed
or that our species ever did anything.

The most important moments in your life, the most
perfect moments where you were so happy you couldn’t
remember what it felt like to be sad; imagine if they’re
immortalized.

Even during the twelfth grade, you need to sit down
and work hard to guarantee the happiness of your
future, but yes - you will probably miss out on something
else while you’re doing that. Every second that you live,
your choice to do something, or not do something, is
shaping the future. And that’s terrifying, especially when
you’re at what is considered a critical point in your life,
as I am. School was an undesired comfort zone, a place
where I could stagnate without any inclination to do
so, because my life was not yet entirely in my control.

Every single moment of your life has been dramatized,
stylized, emphasized on to give you that exact feeling
that you got when you experienced it. You go through
it once, and after that you can return to it again and again.
That is my infatuation with photography and everything
it means to me.
The last two years - they’ve been more difficult than I
anticipated they would be. Despite the cushy
surroundings everyone I know has been brought up in,
we seem just as stressed out as people of the older
generations, possibly even more. It could just be that
at this age we are not yet equipped to deal with the
amount of pressure we face. As people grow older, they
are less affected by the world, whether due to what
they learn through experience or simple detachment.

Everything that we did and built and wrote and thought
and discovered will be forgotten and all of this will have
been for naught.
Now there are only a few months left. I’ve never been
the type to be sad about leaving school. Everything has
its time, and there are a lot of things I’m going to be
pleased about leaving behind. And suddenly – the future
is in your hands, and honestly, there’s so much to do
with it and not nearly enough time to do everything
you’ve ever wanted to achieve.

I feel like our generation focuses more on the philosophy
behind life, more about questioning why - the exact
opposite of theirs not to make reply, theirs not to reason
why, theirs but to do and die.

So what I want to do is hold on to the moments that
are passing, because they’re really all I have.

Throughout my years at school I’ve managed to
associate with people who, like me, were afflicted with
cynicism early on and have yet not managed to shake it
off. This is also probably why I find it so difficult to sit
down and do something I don’t want to - there’s that
constant nagging feeling that I am missing out on
something that could change my life forever.

There was time before organisms experienced
consciousness, and there will be time after.
Don’t do something that makes you miserable. Don’t
make yourself happy by making others around you
unhappy. Don’t be selfish, but don’t be completely
selfless either. Do something you love. Tread gently on
the earth, and do not leave chaos in your wake.

This is your life, and it’s ending one minute at a time.

You don’t need to leave your mark on this world; you
just need to make your time here worthwhile.

You need to realize there’s nothing you can do to stop
it. Everything is constantly moving- moving forward,
nothing is static, nothing will wait for you to make a
decision and feel comfortable with it to carry on.

And with that in mind –
If the inevitability of human oblivion worries you, I
encourage you to ignore it. God knows that’s what
everyone else does.

There will come a time when all of us are dead. All of
us. There will come a time when there are no human
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The Music Society
The Musoc or the Music Society is not only one of the largest and most prestigious
societies of The Shri Ram School, but also the oldest dating back to 2007 when it was
first set up. Under our brilliant heads, Anirudh Varma and Karanvir Dayal, Musoc has
flourished this past year moving beyond the usual year-end music competitions to
playing gigs and recording our own material. Musoc is truly phenomenal and the credit
for its massive progress and development over the past year can be majorly, if not
fully, attributed to these two guys. They have done the school proud.
The activities for this year started off with the ReRock Music Festival which took place in
January. In this festival, a very select few top school bands of Delhi were invited to
play along with musical geniuses such as Shankar Ehsaan Loy. This was a very prestigious
event that we were very lucky to be a part of. This got us a huge commendation.
Shortly after this we recorded our first ‘single’, if you could call it that, a cover of Ghir
Ghir by Advaita which got exceptional reviews.
Just before the summer, Musoc played a gig part of the Kalidas Initiative in collaboration
with Music Basti in front of a packed, sold out show at the the Shri Ram Centre. The
Kalidas Initiative concert was out first gig for a cause, raising massive funds which were
donated to support the initiative.
Then came what everyone had been waiting and training for all year - the competitions.
It started off in Sanskriti School early October, where we stole high prizes in two out
of three categories. The British School Battle of the Bands too went extremely well
with Musoc wrapping up individual awards and an overall award as well. MSM or
Mount Saint Mary’s Brother Bergin’s Competition was not only known for its killer canteen,
but also for being one of the oldest and most prestigious competitions in Delhi. We
could not have done any better as we placed in all 3 categories, won most individual
awards and won the Overall First Place prize, winning a massive gold Gramophone as
our trophy, our first Grammy.
Music to us is not just a hobby or a co-curricular, it’s life. It’s our passion, and THAT is
what distinguishes us from the rest. THAT is what has been instilled into our brains and
our hearts by these two guys. Ani, KV, the credit goes to you guys for making us who
we are. Although there have been times when we have all just felt like giving up, like
when Zubin, inspite of messing up, manages to win millions of stalkers and girls yelling
‘I love you Zubin’ to him (Zubin please leave), we have held our ground and come
back harder, stronger and better when we have needed to. Musoc will last forever.
Aman V
enkateswaran, 11 S
Venkateswaran,
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1. Munshi bhaiya is more popular than the Head of Student Council.
2. Your first question whenever you’re asked to do something- “Do I get to miss class?”
3. You’re one of the only people in the world who know what BM and LXL mean.
4. You’re either the type of person who prowls around school hunting for tiffins to eat from,
or you’re stupid enough to actually bring food of your own.
5. Project deadlines are meant to be postponed.
6. You call the Shri Basketball Tournament ‘Shri Pepsi’ even though Pepsi stopped sponsoring it
years ago.
7. You hate Montfort with all your heart.
8. Being on the school’s basketball team makes you a celebrity.
9. Being a new kid means having thirty people around you at all times telling you why you should
be in their house and no one else’s.
10. Even the vaguest mention of honey chilli potatoes is enough to make a hundred students rush
to the lunch room all at once.
11. You’re told that class assemblies are supposed to be “meaningful” and “thought-provoking”,
and yet you’ve watched a skit on gundagiri and seen twelve boys dance to ‘Tunak Tunak Tun’
on stage.
12. One-fifth of your grade is composed of ex-Shikshantar students.
13. You start talking about grad dates at least three years in advance.
14. Peace day has great meaning in all our lives, but it’s also an excuse to wear kajal and leave your
hair loose.
15. Anyone who makes an announcement on the P.A. system is an instant hero.
16. You don’t know whether your school song is ‘Shri ka Sunder Alay’ or ‘Shri Hai Shobha’.
17. “Oh, it’s your birthday? We must sing ‘Happy Birthday’ for you. In every single class. At least
thrice. For twelve minutes each.”
18. You have at least one funny Bajaj sir story you tell people.
19. Whether you’re in class VII or in class XII, you want to go to the lab every chemistry class.
20. Board exams mean discovering that you owe the library Rs.1,000,000,000,000/-.
Megha Devraj, 11 S
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T

he Shri Ram School’s exclusive hideouts,
available to those only brave enough to
explore and risk getting caught (don’t say I
didn’t warn you). You must think I’m crazy; there
are no hideouts or secret places in our school.
I agree, our school is no Hogwarts no matter
how much we wish it were (what I wouldn’t
give to have a ‘Room of Requirement’ catering
to all my whims and fancies. I’d even give up
the air-conditioned comfort of the Audi and
come to school on a ‘Firebolt’ if that’s what it
came down to). So, we may think we’ve
combed every inch of the school, but I’m pretty
sure the terrace is our ‘Forbidden Forest’.

to the lack of students filing in and out all the
time.
That brings us to our last destination, the
dungeons (or at least that’s what I’ve christened
it for lack of a better word). It’s right behind the
locked gates next to the English and sports
room. The little that we can see beyond the
locked gates consists of old, broken desks and
dusty carpets. It’s a bit farfetched to think there’s
anything remotely interesting down there, but it
doesn’t hurt to put your imagination to work.
Sometimes it’s nice knowing that there’s
something beyond the four walls of our
classrooms waiting to be explored (during
break and lunch only though).
Malikah Mehra, 11 H

I’ve never been up to the terrace and would
personally love to see the great expanse that is
Ambience Island from a bird’s eye view. Plus
it’s probably a great place to hide when the
monotonous routine of studies, studies and
more studies finally gets to you. It’s another great
place to catch a bit of fresh air and sunshine
(besides the soccer field).
Next on the list of unexplored place in TSRS is
the ‘central office’. It’s definitely not the main
office which can be accessed from the
reception; we know all you mischief makers and
people with perfect papers have visited the
principal’s office time and again. But have you
visited the central office located right next to
the book shop and uniform shop? It’s a very
non-descript door that most people who
venture there are too busy counting their change
or eating ice-cream to notice. It’s where you
go to drop your fee bill if you missed the very
large box in the reception clearly stating “Fee
Bill”. Believe it or not they have better air
conditioning than the main office, probably due
28
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Pradyumna Sir
Pradyumna Sir. PD Sir. Paddy Sir. Praddy Pops (our personal favourite).
When he was asked to describe the school in three words, the only thing Pradyumna Sir could say was, “Oh.
My. God. “. He seemed quite overwhelmed by the idea.
While he was presenting his seminar paper during his Masters, he realised he had an aptitude for oratory that
he wished to pursue further. When he gave his “Demo Classes” at Shri Ram, he loved explaining concepts to
children; he loved being able answer their questions and satiate their curiosity. As a teacher, he believes that
the greatest gift he can give a student is that of opinion, and he encourages discussion and argument to the
furthest extent possible. He does not want to impose his own opinion on students, but rather, wants to
enable them to develop and articulate their own.
As far as his most embarrassing experience in school goes, someone apparently told him he sounds like
Imran Khan (the actor, not the politician). He didn’t seem to be particularly pleased. In the midst of Karl Marx
and the dictatorship of the proletariat, he was informed by a student (a certain Sagar house girl in
Humanities) that his brother’s name is in fact, Anirudh. Following that was a grin, an “I Googled you, Sir!” and
a very satisfied girl who had achieved the desired result.
A sufficiently embarrassed PD Sir told us that it was “really, really creepy.”
When we asked him to be absolutely candid and give us some juicy gossip; the only thing he did reveal was
‘Tathagata is a big gossip!”
As far as the students are concerned, he feels that the 11thies and 12thies are a genuinely talented, intelligent
lot, whom he enjoys engaging with. While the 9thies are a nice bunch too, “They are going through a rebellious
phase where they are eager to resist authority”.
One of the things he feels most strongly about is the standard of debating in our school. He said, “It is
appalling that a school with such an abundance of debating talent did not have a formal debating society”.
He is working on establishing one and creating a debating culture in our school. As long as students are
committed, he believes this can go a long way.
When we asked him about his favourite books, he told an absolutely horrified group of sub editors that he
had never read the Harry Potter series, and doesn’t read fiction at all. (A criminal offence.)
He enjoys reading Jim Corbett, especially while on wildlife safaris, which he loves. He also greatly admired the
historian Eric Hobsbawm, and mourned his recent death. Some of his favourite films are The Omen, Schindler’s
List and Robinhood: Men In Tights (a rather drastic change in theme, if you ask us).
A character he would love to be is Darth Vader, (no, we don’t get it either). He is, however a little doubtful
about being able to pull off the mask.
While he does not have any strong political inclinations as such, he went to Palestine in 2010 as part of a
humanitarian mission and strongly believes in the creation of the state.
Dynamic and open minded, PD Sir is a great teacher and a fantastic person to talk to.
Uttara C Chaudhuri, 11 S
Anushka Bar
uah, 11 H
Baruah,
Megha Devraj, 11 S
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TD Sir

Indu Ma’am

The first thing we asked TD Sir as we gratefully stepped into
the air conditioned confines of the English Room, was when
the last time was that anyone actually addressed him by his
real name, Tathagata Dutta (quite a tongue twister, if you ask
us). He replied, “The juniors still address me as Tathagata Sir.”

Indu Ma’am, for me, is a symbol of what Shri
Ram stands for. She exudes grace, strength and
an undying passion for life, which is so
incredibly inspiring.

We then asked him why he chose to become an English
teacher of all things. He told us that as he was good at both
economics and English, it was literally a choice between
literature and money. When describing The Shri Ram School
in three words, readers will be pleased to know that of all
the adjectives of varying nature in the English language, TD Sir
chose ‘cool, happening, joyful’. (I know we’re lovely and
stuff, sir, but that sounds a bit too good to be true).
We then asked him to tell us about the most embarrassing
thing that’s happened to him while he’s been here. He looked
a little sheepish as he described an incident of the morning,
where during lights off in assembly, there was so much ‘handholding going on’, and he felt quite embarrassed. When asked
his opinion on school romances, he immediately responded,
“Dude, its puppy love!” (We feel there might be a few
objections to that statement).
However, he did say that we are a generally mature lot, though
we sometimes behave like infants. We then questioned him
about navigating the tumultuous waters of the staffroom. Sir
nonchalantly said, “I’m a very cool person, though there might
be undercurrents.”
When asked which teacher he found prettiest, he said that
he really admired Indu Maam’s vibrancy and elegance (classic
deflection).
Being an English teacher, we asked him if there was a particular
book which he personally identified with. He said that he
identified with Dorian Grey, because he felt that while he is
able to distinguish between right and wrong, he sometimes
‘jumps into the wrong’ without foreseeing the consequences
(kind of like Felix Baumgartner). He spoke about the fact that
the standard of English spoken in our school is extremely
high, but that children refuse to write. He frequently cites
and quotes books in his classes in the hope that even if the
children don’t read all (or any, for that matter) of the books,
even if they hear of it, or simply see it in a book shop, they
will be able to make a reference to what he had said.
His favourite book is Amitav Ghosh’s ‘The Hungry Tide’ and a
few of his favourite films are ‘Life Is Beautiful’ and ‘A Very
Long Engagement’. His favourite TV show is ‘Prison Break’.
Finally, we succumbed to popular inquiry and asked him
what his romantic status was. TD Sir believes that ‘happily
married’ is the biggest oxymoron there is, and instead prefers
to be seen as ‘happily single’.
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Indu Ma’am said she started teaching by
accident really, it was something that her
husband pushed her into doing. However, she
believes it is the most honourable profession
there is. “I receive so much love from my
students, and I can be myself. I can be my true
age, not my physical age.”
Indu Ma’am enjoys being with children so much,
that she often forgets herself, for she is so
immersed in teaching them. Having grown with
the school, she feels a wave of nostalgia when
she looks back, “I often yearn for the old days”.
Indu Ma’am mostly wishes we could go back
to having smaller classes, so that there can be
more interaction, and a topic can be explored
in its full depth.
We then asked her what her hobby was. Here
she revealed, with a twinkle in her eye, “I LOVE
to dance. When I hear any music, I can’t stop
my feet from tapping. I always have my music
on at home, and I enjoy dancing.” Indu Ma’am
is also a trained Bharatanatyam dancer. Her
favourite book is ‘Loving, Living, Learning’- a
book on child psychology by Leo Buscaglia.
Her favourite film is ‘My Fair Lady.’
Finally, I said to her, “Ma’am, you really are a
source of inspiration for us. I mean, you remain
so active and energetic-”. She interrupted me,
“If you’re asking me what keeps me going, I really
don’t know.” She turned to Gurinder Ma’am
on the adjacent table, “What do you think
Gurinder? Drinking coffee with you? “. Gurinder
Ma’am told us, “It’s her friends, her family, and
her zest for life. She cooks, she bakes, she
watched films-she lives life to the fullest.” Indu
Ma’am smiled, and said to us, “That thing they
say about positivity, I really live that. I believe in
being positive at every moment.”
She had to run for a class then, and so we left
the staffroom, overwhelmed, and in awe of this
amazing lady, who is such an essential part of
the Shri Ram School.
Uttara C Chaudhuri, 11 S

I not only changed schools, I shifted to another city
altogether. It took me quite some time to get used to
what I call “Delhi culture”. It was so awkward at first that
for a few days I didn’t even know what I should and
should not do. On top of that, Shri Ram students have a
very different idea of what is cool and what isn’t. Coming
from a small town like Kanpur, I had very different ideals
and very different principles. But the fact about Shri Ram
is that the students welcome anyone with open arms! It
was strange to be accepted seeing as I was so different
from everyone I met! Even more astonishing (to me) was
the fact that every child in Shri Ram speaks English fluently.
I must say, I found that rather impressive. But I was a little
disappointed with the Hindi. I’m not one of those people
who preach that we shouldn’t let Hindi die or we should
preserve our own culture. But all in all, isn’t it good sense
to know where you come from before knowing other
culture’s languages and traditions?

Encounter with the ‘Shri’ sign….
Being an Air Force officer ’s daughter, I was highly
accustomed to shifting schools. But The Shri Ram School
was a different experience altogether! I remember the
first day I walked into school for my entrance examination.
I remember the crowd of parents wishing their children
good luck as if they were going to war! I wondered
what the whole rush was about! It seemed every person
I knew of wanted to be in Shri Ram. My friends back at
Kanpur envied me even for being selected to give the
test! I didn’t understand it back then. But now I know
why Shri Ram is special.

Four
th: The Teachers. Of course one always thinks one’s
ourth:
school teachers are better than any other school. But in
the case of Shri Ram, that is actually true! Not only are
our teachers better they are also compassionate and
understanding! If you Shri Ram students are reading this,
you’d better thank god you were fortunate enough to
get teachers who understand you, respect you and
believe in you because trust me, you don’t get them
everywhere. I had the best time getting to know my
teachers and learning from them.

I remember donning my Shri Ram uniform for the very
first time. I liked the little ‘Shri’ placed on the shirt as
though it signified that I was somebody special! In fact
everything and everybody in the school made me feel
special! The student community was so unusual and
amusing that I took quite some time getting used to them.
Imagine walking into a classroom where you are
simultaneously being interrogated by what would seem
like a million different voices, each one louder than the
next! On top of that friends greeting each other with
hugs and cheers so loud you would wonder what’s
wrong with them. That’s Shri Ram for you. In the following
few paragraphs I will attempt to point out to you exactly
what made it so different and what tempted me to write
this article.

Fif
th: Current affairs. We asked for it. We got it. The current
Fifth:
affairs classes are both entertaining and informative. I must
confess many a times I felt like skipping it and maybe
catching up on my assignments but honestly I was always
so intrigued by current affairs I never missed if I could
help it! I am extremely grateful for such a forum where
we can freely debate and express our opinions. Schools
rarely provide that sort of time!

First: the school building. Whoever designed it was trying
to build our navigation skills for sure! I remember the
very first day of school when I came in half an hour early
to discover that I couldn’t find my classroom! I’m sure if
you ask any other new student they would tell you the
same. I found my way easily enough after a couple of
days but I still had to guide the other new students.

Last : Library. I assure you I’m not trying to bore you. I
just thought it was worth mentioning the library. Shri Ram
has the best library I have ever encountered. Not only
does it have the best stock in books, it is also orderly
and systematic and best of all it has the one quality every
library should have: Silence.

Second: The students. All extremely helpful and
trustworthy! It’s too good to be true! A class of about
60 students (I’m only talking about humanities here)
should ideally have some bad element! But I found none!
Amazingly each and every student had a special talent
or something they were good at. I had an inferiority
complex at first when I got to see the huge amount of
talent that my classmates possess.

I think I have elucidated everything that makes Shri Ram
special. But the most important part of it is that Shri Ram
encourages unity. I saw unity wherever I went. Houses
had their own unity. Classes had their own harmony and
unity. When we represented our school, we walked
around in a tight impenetrable group in which each
person cared for the next. I would say that Shri Ram isn’t
just a school. It’s a community. No one is ever considered
‘ex-Shri Ram’. And now I proudly declare myself as a
part of the Shri Ram community.
Madhulika Chebrol, 11 H

Third: The modern atmosphere. Of course if you’re a
resident of Delhi and have lived here all your life you
wouldn’t understand what I’m about to say. The truth is,
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headed towards the canteen, notebook in
hand, hoping Munshi Bhaiyya would be free for
me to take an interview. As luck would have it,
he was going over his record books and agreed
to give me some of his time.

I then asked him what his hobby was, and his face
lit up as he told me about his passion for listening
to music. “Mujhe Mohammed Rafi aur Kishore
Kumar sunna pasand hai, aajkal ka ‘pop’ achha nahi
lagta”.

I first asked him what his name was. “Ramakant
Mishra”, he said to me. Udai Singh, who insisted
on eavesdropping on the interview, immediately
said, “Jhoot! Aapka naam Munshi hai!”. He turned
to me with a pained expression on his face, “Pata
nahi Bachhe ne yeh Munshi naam kyun rakha”. I
then asked him about his unique choice of
profession. “Mujhe service karna tha, bacho ko
khilana tha. Apne aap toh dil bharke kha nahin paya,
doosro ko toh khilaoon”.

Munshi Bhaiyya is someone who has faced great
difficulty in life. “Bahut bade sapne the beta. Mujhe
doctor banna tha”. However, circumstances didn’t
allow him to follow his dream. He was the oldest
in his family. “Papa ka financial situation achha nahi
tha. Chhotte bhai aur behen ka dekhbhal karna
tha. Isi liye paisa kamaane ka urgency tha”.
However, he does his job with tremendous
dedication and feels great pleasure Most of us
spend our lives at the canteen. Munshi Bhaiyya is
such an essential part of Shri Ram, and yet we
barely know anything about this little man behind
the canteen counter, bravely facing the crowds
of hungry, jostling children that demand food every
day, remaining eternally patient. He might just be
the person who gives us samosa, but behind that
counter is someone with tremendous depth,
intelligence and dedication.

Munshi Bhaiyya is married with two children, 12
and 18 years old. Munshi Bhaiyya’s favourite food
is ice cream, (both chocolate and butterscotch
are at par). As I was talking to him, a teacher from
the administration came asking for something.
Munshi Bhaiyya royally held up his hand,”Arrey
bhai”, he said, a grand smile on his face, “Mera
interview chal raha hai!”.

Uttara C Chaudhuri, 11 S

Munshi Bhaiyya earlier worked at Salwan Public
School, and is happy to have moved to Shri Ram,
“Naam accha hai aur kaam accha hai”. However,
though he loves the children, he sometimes feels
exasperated with them. “Tang aata hai, ki itne ache
school me koi discipline nahin hai”. He wants to
see some changes in the school canteen system.
He feels that the ‘jhund’ needs to be replaced
by a queue system. He also said, “Kuchh
naye item hone chahiye. Pizza aur
pasta ke jaise continental food
hona chahiye”.
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prawled over five hundred and seventy-two
islands in the Bay of Bengal, the beauty of the
Andaman Islands, is something extraordinary.
It’s quiet, tranquil and untouched. Before one lands,
from the plane itself, one can see the dark patches of
corals through the crystal clear waters.

visit in Baratang, is the Parrot Island. Every evening,
during sunset, thousands and thousands of parrots
return to their nests, on that island. These parrots have
shaved the top of the trees, into one straight line. It is
so neatly pruned, that is looks like a manicured tea
garden! To watch the sunset, in a small boat, in the
middle of a river, with millions of parrots around you,
is an experience of a lifetime. It was one of the
most mesmerizing and breathtaking moments of my
life.

The capital, Port Blair is a bustling town, with the
tourist-friendly market places selling fresh fruit and
vegetables, as well as seafood, busy throughout the day.
It has a sort of calm madness that one has to embrace.
With all the Anumod Bakeriesa And Annapurna
Restaurants, you can be sure to have a great time. With
people from all over the country, it has diverse cultures
and a great historical significance as well.

Finally, to actually get that beach experience, head
straight to Havelock Island. Still untouched and
pristine, it has one of world’s best beaches. With the
blue water shimmering in the sunlight, the lush green
dense forests, and thousands of birds, it is one of the
most scenic places that I have visited. These islands
have an extremely laid back vibe – one can just sit on
a hammock, listen to the waves crash against the sandy
shores, and do nothing at all. For the more adventurous
people, I’d recommend you go scuba diving as well
as snorkeling. Barefoot Resort has the world’s last
ocean swimming elephant, Rajan, with whom you can
actually go for a dive with, but for a hefty price! My
sisters and I were lucky enough to go for a ride on
Radhanagar Beach.

The Cellular Jail, also known as Kala pani, was used
as an exile for political prisoners to the remote island.
People like Veer Savarkar were sent there, during the
struggle for Indian independence. It witnessed
numerous torturous incidents, brutalities and atrocities.
People were imprisoned for years on end, and killed
too. From the top of the jail, one can get a great
panoramic view of the ocean and the lush green
islands. Today, it serves as a memorial museum, with
a sound and light show.
Just across is Ross Island embedded with memories
from the past. It was once the Administrative
Headquarters for the islands. Today, it only has ruins
of the church, a swimming pool, the Chief
Commissioner’s residence, and vast lawns. The roots
and branches of trees hug the buildings, holding them
together tightly. They are wrapped with these branches,
almost looking like a trap. There is also a cemetery,
and a museum of old records and photographs. Just a
ferry ride away, Ross Island is easily accessible from
Port Blair.

Scuba Diving is magical – you’re underwater, there’s
complete silence, and you view the marine life. It’s
peaceful, fascinating and really beautiful. Fish brush
past you, clams open and close, some soft corals sway
with the water, and the harder ones remain in one
place, acting as homes to the underwater world. Turtles
glide across the water so effortlessly, and starfish lie
on the seabed, as if fallen from the sky. Underwater,
in this alien world, your thoughts become clear, your
body and mind become free. While looking at another
whole new world, especially underwater, you realize
the importance of every single breath. Being below
sea level, I felt on top of the world.

To see some beautiful mangroves, one can visit
Baratang. Small dinghy boats take you into the depth
of the dark mangrove creeks. With crocodiles in the
water, it’s a nail-biting experience. Baratang is one of
the few places on Earth, where limestone caves are
found with mangroves. One of the main places to

So visit the Andamans, for a great historical and relaxing
vacation – and I promise you’ll never want to leave.
Devika Chandra, 11 H
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arfi is the story of Barfi, a deaf and dumb boy,
Jhilmi, an autistic girl and Shruti, a beautiful, yet
feeble minded soul. The day the trailer of Barfi
came out everyone, most people (exempting the diehard Ranbir Kapoor fans) seemed reluctant to see this
movie as movies about characters with disabilities are
often either distressingly gloomy or unfeeling. However,
Barfi on its first day, outshone all expectations as it
stepped out of the stereotypical box and came across to
be a wonderfully luminous and joyous film.
An actor once said in an interview that there’s nothing
interesting about watching a love story between two
good looking, well settled, well brought up, and in short,
perfect people. It’s only the imperfections in a character
that make for a relatable story. However, Anurag Basu,
the director, takes imperfections to a different level and
presents love in its purest form.

to restore happiness and meaning in Jhilmil’s life, the
happiness and understanding her parents failed to
provide her with.
There are times the magic is organic – the instance of
the leaping shoe, during a quiet horseback ride at night,
when fireflies are encased in soap bubbles, or the simple
ways Barfi keeps Jhilmil entertained. For a film with lead
protagonists who don’t utter a word, it can get difficult
to hold the audiences’ attention, but the director handles
this by interspersing the emotional elements with
humour and beautiful music.

Quite like the story, there’s nothing conventional about
the film. Unlike the usual linear narrative, Barfi takes to
oscillating between the past and present, unfurling the
story through a series of evocative flashbacks. The
narrative comes about through various characters who
present the goings on in the life of Murphy or Barfi
(Ranbir Kapoor). Barfi is deaf and mute but that doesn’t
take away from him experiencing the joys of life. Barfi
lives his life to the fullest and works around his
imperfections with a smile on his face. It doesn’t take
too long for him to fall head over heels for Shruti (Illeana
D’Cruz). She too falls for his mischievous and happy
go lucky nature, but eventually gives in to societal
pressures and ends up marrying somebody else. The
unrequited love makes Barfi start his life afresh and soon
an autistic girl named Jhilmil Chatterjee (Priyanka
Chopra) enters Barfi’s life. While others fail to
understand Jhilmil, Barfi instantly strikes a bond with
the girl. Their relationship gets strong during the course
of a bank robbery, a love triangle, a missing case and
lots more.

The only thing that may work against Barfi is its noncommercial approach as well as the length. People might
find themselves confused at a few places, but while the
first half gets you going with the endearing love story,
the second half keeps you glued with the element of
suspense that starts running concurrently.
Though there are a lot of tears while watching the film,
these are tears of joy at seeing the beauty and the simple
joys life provides us with. There are heart-wrenching
scenes too, only to be accompanied by shocking
emotional revelations which will leave us with a bittersweet feeling in our hearts. Sweet because of the
simplicity of human nature portrayed, and bitter because
of the curveballs thrown at the protagonist, Barfi, at
every step of his life. Not once do you feel sorry for
Barfi, at least not because of his disability. For he has
something all of us lack, a clean pure heart and a neverdying optimistic attitude.

We fall in love with Barfi just the way we are meant to:
helplessly and happily. He is endearing and naughty,
child-like qualities which endure as he steps into
adulthood and faces the first stirrings of romance and
the loss of his father. He’s not just someone who’ll take
a sneaky bite from a chocolate bar in a kid’s hand, but
also a child-man who drinks and smokes. Barfi is initially
infatuated by Shruti’s external beauty but later, after
spending time with Jhilmil, realises that Jhilmil’s inner
beauty is more worthy of his love. On having to choose
between Shruti and Jhilmil, Barfi takes it upon himself

Just the fact that this film’s chief focus is on two people
who cannot communicate the way you and I do, makes
it automatically different. ‘Barfi’ comes out of
mainstream Bollywood. As a critic said,
"Barfi cannot be missed. It demands patience, but the
payoff is incredible!"
Anavi Chaturvedi, 10 A
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The Great Gatsby
Written by F. Scott Fitzgerald

and that animals and children are adorable – avoid this
film. I think I cried no less than nine times. And I
unashamedly loved it.

The story is told through Nick, who has recently moved
to West Egg in New York, a ‘new money’ suburb. His
neighbour, the eccentric Mr. Gatsby, known for hosting
crazy jazz parties – as was the style back then. Nick’s cousin
Daisy lives across the bay, in East Egg, with her husband
Tom. It’s revealed that Daisy and Gatsby knew each other
before her marriage to Tom and Gatsby is hopelessly in
love with her. (In my opinion, this unrelenting love of his
is naïve and quite frankly, creepy.)

The Fault in Our Stars
Written by John Green
This book really is as good as you’ve probably heard it is
and John Green seems to write so effortlessly you just
can’t help loving him. Not over hyped in the least, it’s the
story of two young teens with cancer. And while that may
sound a little depressing or even a little Walk to Remember,
I assure you - it’s not. The literary equivalent of Juno (plus
cancer, minus pregnancy), this book is witty, funny and
just begs you to turn another page. I read the entire thing
in a couple of hours and couldn’t stop thinking about it
after that. Whether or not two teens would have the
impressive intellect they are given in the book doesn’t really
matter because it’s so enjoyable. (There are a few moments
I stopped and thought, “No teenager would talk like this,”
but that small reservation is inconsequential.)

Some of the best passages in the book are Fitzgerald’s
flawless descriptions – the lonely green light flashing in
the severe darkness; the watchful and surreal billboard
advertising Dr. T.J. Eckleburg; the ‘yellow cocktail music’
being played at one of Gatsby’s parties.
Endless images of excess, lies, sordid affairs, fights and a
couple of deaths are in store for you if you decide to pick
this fantastic book up. If you like Gossip Girl (rich insiders
and not-so-rich outsiders creating drama and going for
parties) you’ll probably find a place in your heart for this
book, even though it’s considered classic ‘high literature’.

It’s hard to write a book that makes a reader care about
the characters and what happens to them. I found myself
wanting more as I turned the last page.

We Bought a Zoo
Directed by Cameron Crowe

On the Road
Written by Jack Kerouac

I will admit, I was apprehensive to see something with
such a stupid title. But when virtual strangers want to watch
something, you sort of go along with it. It sounds like
one of those comedies that make me want to take
money away from stupid Americans who make stupid
movies (Hot Tub Time Machine? Honestly). Thankfully, I
was proven wrong.

Kerouac is brilliant at stringing sentences together, his
writing is beyond beautiful and this book is one of my
favourites. His writing is the sort of thing you want to
etch into the side of a building to preserve for time
immemorial. There is an abundance of vivid and poetic
quotes delivered by both the main character, Sal Paradise,
and the larger-than-life character of Dean Moriarty.
Kerouac seems to have unlimited amounts of
thoughtfulness and creativity, and a way with words that is
to be envied.

We Bought a Zoo is based on the true story depicted in
Benjamin Mee’s 2008 book of the same unfortunate title,
where Matt Damon, in fine form, plays a grieving father
who buys a dilapidated zoo as a coping mechanism to help
his two children avoid recent tragic events, mainly the death
of their mother. The zoo is managed by a quirky ensemble
of zookeepers led by Scarlett Johannson, who thankfully
tones down the sultry factor for the sake of tasteful family
viewing. Together, they help to restore the zoo to its former
glory in order to reopen for the summer season.

Paradise, the observant one – drinking in every moment,
is a fledgling writer in New York and Moriarty, a man with
plenty of natural charisma who draws people in with
immense ease, is on this unquenchable quest for new
experiences. The two embark upon a series of road trips
across America, even sojourning off to Mexico at one
point. Although there is a distinct lack of action, Kerouac’s
silken writing often makes up for it.
Anushka Baruah, 11 H

If you dislike being constantly reminded that good things
come from crappy situations, that life is an “adventure”,
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converted into a film of the same name, besides
winning several awards after its release in 1992.

Timeless Steel
Compilation by ESPN Cricinfo
One of the most honest and humble icons of Indian
sport, Rahul Dravid represents a whole generation of
Indian cricket. The former captain of the national
team, Dravid was rarely criticized, both on and off
the pitch, and remains one of the most respected
cricketers ever to grace the sport.
Timeless Steel is a compilation of interviews and
stories that pay tribute to the man commonly known
as ‘The Wall’, and celebrates not only Dravid the
legendary cricketer, but also Dravid the extraordinary
human being.

A Life Too Short: The Tragedy of Robert Enke
Ronald Reng
At the age of thirty two in November 2009, seven
months before he would have possibly represented
his country, Germany, at the FIFA World Cup – the
biggest stage in world football, Robert Enke committed
suicide by standing in front of a passing train.
Ronald Reng, a friend of Enke, exposes the darker
side of the German goalkeeper’s career, and the chain
of events that led to his death. Winner of the 2011
William Hill Sports Book of the Year, it reveals the
pressure associated with being a professional
sportsperson, and is a must read for those with an
interest in football, or sports psychology.

The Winning Way
Anita Bhogle and Harsha Bhogle
The Winning Way is a unique book that compares the
fields of business and sport, and draws out various
similarities between the two. Anita Bhogle and Harsha
Bhogle, coming from advertising and sports
backgrounds respectively, explore questions related to
the process of building a winning team.
Using examples from sports like cricket and football,
the authors try and derive a universal formula for
winning – one that is applicable to any field.

Fever Pitch
Nick Hornby
Fever Pitch is the personal story of the author’s
relationship with football, and Arsenal, the team that
he supported, specifically. Relating the team’s highs
and lows to his own career, Hornby recounts an array
of matches, spanning 24 years, from the eyes of the
typical football fanatic.
The comical autobiography is an entertaining read for
any football fan – Arsenal fan or not, and has been

Football Against the Enemy
Simon Kuper
The caption on the cover of this bestseller sums up
the book – “How the world’s most popular sport starts
and fuels revolutions and keeps dictators in power”.
Football Against the Enemy is a book that documents
the travels of the author from Eastern Europe, to
South America and Africa, providing insights on how
the politics of the countries are impacted by the
football of the respective regions.
Written in the early 1990’s, the book also touches upon
the situation in the Middle East and what was formerly
East Berlin, making it a highly recommended book
for anyone interested in politics or modern history, in
addition to sports. Covering the politics behind the
famous Dutch-German and Barcelona-Madrid
rivalries, and also the Celtic-Rangers rivalry that finds
its roots in religion, the book is a fascinating one for
virtually any reader.
Karun Singh, 11 S
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t was an improbable thing. People dream of going to the Olympics all their lives, a dream that mostly remains
unfulfilled, and I was fortunate enough to have the opportunity to watch the world’s largest and most popular
sporting event at the ripe old age of fourteen!

People in England are not usually the friendliest, mostly on account of the moody and miserable weather. All that
seemed to have changed for these two weeks; even the sun shone for the occasion! The atmosphere in the English
capital was electric. Everything happening in the city was geared towards the Games and the whole city had transformed.
The preparations and organisation were phenomenal – everything worked perfectly, even the buses and trains ran on
time which is unusual in London. Even those who didn’t have tickets for any of the events were made to feel a part
of ‘London 2012’. Big screens, food vendors, merchandise shops and volunteers were all over the city, especially in
London’s most popular spots like Hyde Park.
I arrived in London with the single thought of watching my idols Neymar and Rafael in the Brazil v. Mexico football
finals in Wembley Stadium but to my delight we managed to also see the women’s basketball final, men’s individual
diving, long distance outdoor swimming in the Serpentine in Hyde Park and the marathon along the Mall!
The Saturday after my arrival was one of the most tiring and exhilarating days of my life. My father and I set out very
early as we had to get to the Olympic Park in time to see the diving.
The Park was fantastic. It was just what I had imagined. It had the track and field venue, the swimming and diving
venue, the basketball arena, the cycling dome, a museum, music, food and my favourite feature, two of the biggest
McDonald’s I have ever seen! The iconic Orbit sculpture by Anish Kapoor was truly weird and wonderful and
added a twist to the Olympic skyline. The Park was filled with helpful and cheerful volunteers wearing pink or purple
T-shirts. Some of them even tried to lighten the mood by using their British humour with the often bemused
international spectators.
The diving was superb to watch and is clearly an extremely physically demanding sport. They flip, turn and spin and
then make a perfect entry into the water. I got to watch England’s best, Tom Daley, who was fun to see in front of
his home crowd. The noise and cheering before each of his dives was deafening.
We then travelled all the way across London to Wembley to watch the much awaited football finals where Brazil
faced off against Mexico. On getting off the train, we were greeted at the beginning of the walkway to the stadium
by a huge, Brazilian Samba band playing a number of drums and singing loudly. Everyone was in a Latin festive
mood, getting lost in the spirit of the moment.
The match was wonderful and had an unexpected result. Even though Brazil is the ‘Kings of Football’, they were
defeated 2-0, conceding the first goal in the third minute of the match! The Brazilians pushed hard during the last
stretch but came out of it empty handed. This was by far my favourite part of my Olympic experience.
We left a couple of minutes early to beat the crowd, and had quick dinner at the German team’s “Olympic house” on
our way to the women’s basketball finals. It was no where as thrilling as the other sports because the USA completely
dismantled France, but then again it was a great experience and a wonderful end to a packed day.
Having lived in London for eight years, it was a special experience to return to the city where I was born to watch the
Games happen at places I’ve been many times. This was without a doubt a time of my life that I will remember
forever and I cannot be more grateful for getting the chance to watch the Olympics, even though I had exams
starting the next week!
Siddhant Dayal, 9 D
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eSa bu xjeh dh Nqfê;ksa esa tkiku x;k FkkA tkiku lc ns'kksa ls vyx gSA tkiku dh ;gh fo'ks"krk
us eq>s mldh rjQ vkdf"kZr fd;kA fo'o izfl) ukjhrk foekuiRru ls fudyrs gh eSaus ns[kk fd
tkiku fdruk lkQ&lqFkjk vkSj laxfBr gS vkSj rks vkSj ;gk¡ ds yksx ges'kk vPNs rjhds ls is'k vkrs
vkSj gj fdlh dh enn djus ds fy, vius jkLrs ls ckgj tkrs gSaA ;gk¡ ds yksx cgqr bZekunkj vkSj
vknjdkjh gSA tkiku ds yksxksa esa vkSj ,d vPNk xq.k gS ftlls eq>s cgqr izsj.kk feyh gS] vkSj og
mudk ifjJeh&LoHkkoA blh dkj.k vkt tkiku nqfu;k ds lcls fodflr ns'kksa esa fxuk tkrk gSA
tkiku dh jkt/kkuh VksD;ks gSA eSa blh 'kgj esa Bgjk FkkA VksD;ks iwjs fo'o dk lcls fo'kky
eSVjksiksfyVu {ks= gSA tkiku ls T;knk vkSj dksbZ Hkh ns'k lqjf{kr ugha] rks ge iwjh vktknh ls ?kwe
ldrs FksA tkiku ,d cgqr lqUnj ns'k gS vkSj ;gk¡ cgqr lkjs LFkku ns[kus yk;d gSA ekm¡V Qwth
tkiku dk lcls Å¡pk igkM+ gSA bldk n`'; cgqr yqHkkouk gS vkSj yksx nwj&nwj ls bls ns[kus ds
fy, vkrs gSaA D;ksVks esa vusd izkphu cq) eafnj Hkh gesa ns[kus dks feysA tkiku dk fMTuhySaM Hkh cgqr
jksekapd gSA var esa eSa cl ;g dguk pkgw¡xk fd tkiku ,d iSlk ns'k gS fd ftruh gh ckj ogk¡ dksbZ
tk,] gj ckj dqN u;k fn[kus dks feyrk gSA
gjthr ukYok] 11 ,sl
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I have this tendency to judge.
I think everybody does, in some way or the other. If you look at the whole picture, so many
problems arise from judgments. Racial discrimination - you’re judging a person based on
the colour of their skin. Stereotyping Muslims as terrorists is again a very harsh judgment,
purely based on the fact that some of them took the wrong path.
I’m sure you’ve heard of this clichéd example before- a punk or goth teenager with a scary
exterior but a surprisingly soft heart. The old man thinks the teenager is reckless, rebellious
and idiotic because of the way he dresses till he realizes that there’s much more to the
teenager than he previously thought. Moral of the story- don’t judge a book by its cover.
From elementary school, where which toys you have are what you are; to high school,
where who you’re friends with and what you wear decide who you are; and finally life after
school, where your position in society is everything- bottom line, you’re judged from the
moment you’re born till the time you die.
There’s this one question that I’ve been puzzling over for more than a year - What’s the
difference between an opinion and a judgment? I asked a few people for their thoughts on
this. One of my friends said that a judgment is much harsher than an opinion. A relative
told me that a judgment is made before you hear the whole story, and an opinion is formed
after you know the context. Another relative said that they don’t think there’s any difference
between the two.
After hearing these views, I was more confused than I had been before. By definition, an
opinion is a ‘judgment or belief not founded on certainty or proof’ while a judgment is ‘the
formation of an opinion after consideration or deliberation’, provided by the Free Online
Dictionary.
I’ve therefore come to my own conclusion that an opinion usually leaves room for error or
doubt in your thought process, hence not coming on too strong or aggressive and putting
the recipient a little more at ease. A judgment however, is basically an opinion substantiated
by facts. There’s nothing wrong with this- there’s only a problem when an aggressive
judgment is formed, with no flexibility and no room for doubt.
If you’re wondering what the point of this whole article is and why you have wasted five
minutes of your time reading this, well, I’ve got nothing. This is just my opinion on opinions
and judgments, and there’s no saying it won’t change.
“The world is not run by thought, nor by imagination, but by opinion.” -Elizabeth Drew
Mansi Kankan, 9 A
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hey came, they played, they inspired...

Shuffle - one of the best features on an iPod.
It takes you from a song that was released five
months ago to a song that was released fifty
years ago. It’s a feature that opened my eyes,
which made me see how much music has
changed.
Today we have all these hundreds of pop
artists coming up with a hit single and one
month later, they are forgotten. And then we
have songs like Hey Jude and Dream On,
which continue to be sung, to be played,
continue to inspire. There were bands like The
Beatles, Led Zeppelin, The Who, who came
up as many as fifty years ago; yet here we are,
listening to their music. It’s amazing how we
still listen to songs that our parents, maybe
even our grandparents, listened to, but We
Found Love and Moves Like Jagger are too
old - they’re so last year, right?

still believe in music that was so last century.
Despite all this, there are a few - The White
Stripes, Muse, 30 Seconds to Mars, the Foo
Fighters, The Script, The Fray, Daughtry,
Adele - artists that leave me hoping that there
is scope for salvation. Muse is one band that
stands out, one that has its own sound. They
have an identity, originality and a genre of
their own. With the Billboard awards going
out to all the Katy Perrys, Lady Gagas and
Black Eyed Peas of the world, I hope that
these artists can bring back peace, love and
rock n’ roll.

Today all we listen to is crappy pop, random
lyrics written by someone, sung by someone
else, DJed by someone else - and not a note
coming from an actual instrument. Honestly,
listening to most of these artists, they all
sound the same; Justin Timberlake, Justin
Bieber, One Direction-what’s the difference?

I hope the music from the last century lives
on to bewilder the next generation to write
articles like these, to have hope, and to inspire
a whole new genre of music.
Sanya Kochhar, 9 B

The music from the twentieth century has its
own place in history, with legendary bands
that inspired newer legendary bands and
continue to inspire. When you hear a Beatles’
song, you know in the first note that it’s them,
with Slash’s intro riff to Sweet Child O’ Mine,
with The Eagles’ otherworldly guitar parts in
Hotel California, with Steven Tyler’s hitting
unbelievably high-pitched notes. These were
artists with an identity, one that lives on in
each vinyl record, in each album sold, in every
track downloaded. Hearing them, there is no
mistaking one for another.
Aerosmith’s Music From Another Dimension
releasing in August will hopefully be not only
that, but also music from another era, one
that will keep us going - those few fans who
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people completely zone out and create their
“personal bubbles” even when in a bustling
and busy public place like a café.
I absolutely agree with her remarks
regarding the exhibit after experiencing it
first-hand myself. She says, “We are all
engaged in our own internal world,
temporarily oblivious to what is going on
around us.”

We often find ourselves wondering how the
development of social media in today’s
digital era is affecting us humans and our
behaviour in society. Are its long term
implications not all that bad or is it
stealthily turning into a weapon of mass
self-destruction for not only its
comparatively young users but also those
who are ‘older’ and ‘wiser’?

Watching the volunteers who had been
videotaped while working on their laptops
from the eyes of the laptop’s webcam was a
completely unique sight. It made me realise
how the downside of such sites is actually
continuously becoming more and more
prevalent today, especially playing a huge
part in the deterioration of one’s social
skills even in a perfectly social public place
like a park.

A recent visit to ‘Wendy Richmond’s
multimedia- based
exhibit, at the
Museum Of Art in
the Rhode Island
School of Design,
c o m p l e t e l y
changed
my
outlook towards
the
immediate
effects of social
media on us.

Data shows that,
“With a host of
options available, a
normal consenting
adult
and
a
confused tween
spend nearly 70%
of their productive
time
online
satiating a desire to
be socially active.”

Connecting the use
of social media to public privacy, the artist
very rightly says, “A primary aspect of
public privacy is how we use personal
technology to create a cocoon when we’re
in public places.”

Staring at one’s laptop for hours at end is
just one of the many negative repercussions
of these sites. Yet another thing which
people today are obsessed with today is
their smartphones and the social media on
it.

Looking at what would probably be the
actions of each and every one of us while
using any form of social media was an
unimaginable experience. Words cannot
describe how true Richmond is when she
explains her observations of watching

Others with a similar approach have
succumbed to peer pressure when it comes
to being ‘socially active’. Ideal instances of
this would be TV actor Gaurav Gera who
commits, “If I don’t update my status every
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few hours, I get disappointed comments from
my large friend list” and Nina Manuel who
says, “It got to me! The peer pressure to show
off.”

If we do not practice controlling our
gravitating feeling of extreme addiction
towards such sites and other forms of media,
soon the prevailing situation may become one
of apocalypse, not of the Earth, but things
which should be as valuable and prized as
Mother Earth.

Social networking sites are turning into an
“acute addiction” and even worse a
“compulsive and incurable disorder” for
some. A few Indian celebrities, who after
having felt “frustrated”, “nerve wrecked”&
“stalked” by social networking sites now
finally seem to be at ease and relaxed, finding
themselves “stress free” and with more time
to do productive work after leaving these sites
altogether.

Our Social Skills, Our Time and Our Peace
of Mind. All at stake just for aimless hours of
chatting, networking, tweeting, pinging! Is it
really worth it?
Saloni Dhir, 10 B

I Hope Someday
You Read This

These networking sites often mislead us to
make us feel the security of “friends”, who are
but a mere set of profiles of people, who may
or may not be who they claim to be in the
cyber world. One such woman said, “I don’t
really feel like I have 180 friends. It is not like
I have 180 friends that I can go hang out with.
I don’t think I have this great social life
because I have 180 friends on Facebook.”

Wish you could tell me why
You have to invade my mind,
Day and night I wish and wish
Those moments I could rewind.

It has also been suggested by experts, that shy
people are using Facebook as a crutch, to
avoid having face to face conversations in
person

When you always called me up
And made me hear your voice,
And then talk and talk on and on
Those days we had no choice.

Nevertheless, Larry Cohen, a counsellor for
socially anxious , says that he has seen an
increase in anxiety among some of his clients
who are using Facebook , because they worry
too much about how many friends they have,
their wall posts and status updates, which is
as, or more stressful as tormenting over
conversing with someone in person.

When you and I would meet always
Like those so called best friends,
But now all of it just fades away
Is that how it really ends?
Sometimes I try really hard
And manage to not call you,
But my inner voice tells me
To call you is what I should do.

Like most mysteries, this one of Social Media
being a boon or a bane is yet to be solved, but
reliable sources and other evidences from our
routine daily lives show us that the effect
social media is having on us is inclined
towards the negative side of things.

Keeping such long distances I realize
You are the one I got to miss,
And in my attempt to get your attentions
I hope someday you read this.
Madhav Raj Singh, 11 H
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n Hindu mythology, she is the daughter of the Sun God Surya, and the sister of Yama,
the God of Death. Bathing in her water is said to free ones’ self from the torment of
death. It is so ironical that one who is supposed to liberate others from the clutches of
death, is dying herself.
River Yamuna is the largest tributary of the Ganges River in North India. It is considered
the most sacred amongst all rivers in Hindu mythology. The Yamunotri, in the Uttarakhand
Himalayas, is the source of this revered river. It constitutes one of the four most important
pilgrimages of India.
This very river stands today as one of the most polluted rivers of the world.
Delhi alone dumps fifty-eight percent of its total waste, which amounts to three thousand,
two hundred and sixty seven million litres of sewage per day (MLD), into the Yamuna. In
fact, Delhi and Agra account for about ninety percent of the rivers pollution. And to think
of the fact that the dirty river runs behind the eternally majestic Taj Mahal in Agra! Yamuna
leaves Delhi as a sewer, laden with the city’s chemical and biological waste.
Haryana’s vast agricultural fields are also significant contributors to the river’s pollution,
through the excess usage of pesticides and insecticides in them. The consumption of
pesticides in Haryana in the years 1995-96 was to the tune of a whopping fifty one hundred
tonnes. The state department of agriculture estimates that fifty three percent of the Yamuna
basin is agricultural land. There are plans to bring twenty seven percent more under
cultivation, which means more abstraction from the river and subsequent runoff of fertilizers
and pesticides.
This is an onslaught on the River Yamuna. As Magsaysay award winner Rajendra Singh
said in June 2011, “There is hardly any river left in the country, instead there are ‘Nallas’ all
around. We have a Nalla called Yamuna in Delhi.’
Also worth mentioning, is the fate of the river in and after Durga Puja. Every such evening,
the Yamuna Ghats are full of idols floating in a mass of polythene bags, flowers, and boxes
of incense sticks- all in the garb of religious practices. The same man who worships the
river does not think twice before polluting it.
As one can infer, it is we, the people, who are entirely accountable and responsible for the
deplorable condition of the river.
The Yamuna has been damaged beyond repair. The government of India, having spent
500 million for the purpose of ‘cleaning’ the river, has been able to achieve almost nothing.
Let me end with a quote by environmentalist Sunita Narain, which aptly sums up the current
condition of the Yamuna, ‘The river is dead, it has just not been officially cremated.’
Tanmay Shanker, 10 D
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t’s not every day that you see grown men
weeping in front of television sets, or
thousands uniting on the streets to celebrate
a historic triumph – here’s a look back at some
of the relatively recent and rare sporting
moments that shook the world.

silenced the hundred thousand present at the
Autodromo Jose Carlos Pace, and Massa was
reduced to tears.
- The 438 Game: It all went wrong for South
Africa. They dreamt of silencing their critics in
front of their home fans in the 2005-06 series
against the world champions, Australia, and had
a good chance to do so, going into the fifth and final
ODI, when the scores were tied at 2-2. They seemed
to have blown their chances, as the Aussies stormed
to a record ODI total of 434. 55 from Gilchrist, 79
from Katich, 81 from Hussey, and crucially, a
mammoth 164 off 105 from Ricky Ponting, meant
that the Proteas had once again failed to shake
off the ‘big game flops’ tag – or did they?

The Man Who Silenced Brazil: The scenario
was quite simple – Lewis Hamilton needed a fifth
place finish, or better, in the final grand prix of
the Formula 1 season in 2008, to become the
youngest ever world champion. Meanwhile,
nothing lesser than a win and some luck would
do for his fellow contender, Felipe Massa - in
front of his home fans in Sao Paolo.
It all seemed to be going according to plan for
Massa and his Ferrari team as he started at the
front of the grid. However, a fourth place in
qualifying meant Hamilton was the favourite for
the title in the build up to the race, despite the
Brazilian’s impressive start. What added a touch
of unpredictability to the race was the weather
forecast – ‘thunderstorms expected’.

Graeme Smith and Boeta Dippenaar opened for
South Africa, but the latter was dismissed for just
1. It was the captain, Smith, who led from the
front, going on to make an inspirational 90 off
just 55 balls. He, and the hero of the day,
Herschelle Gibbs put up a partnership of 187,
which put their team right back into the game.
Gibbs then broke his own record for the fastest
South African century by getting his in just 79
balls, and was eventually dismissed after a
blitzkrieg 175 off 111. Big hitters Mark Boucher
and Johannes van der Wath guided South Africa
to 438 - 9 - a historic one - wicket win.
Johannesburg couldn’t believe it.

Either end of the race saw rain, but it was much
heavier in the final laps, and this proved to be
decisive. Massa was unaffected by this, as he and
his team executed a perfect race strategy and
sailed to a first place finish, which he required,
but all eyes were on a struggling Hamilton. The
Brit was stuck behind the then unknown
Sebastian Vettel in sixth place, after having made
a costly error as the rain became heavier. He
desperately tried to win back the position, which
would make him the world champion, but was
unsuccessful. What he didn’t know was that the
driver in front of Vettel – Toyota’s Timo Glock,
was struggling even more. He had opted to stay
on the dry tyres, even in the wet conditions, in
order to gain a few positions (as he would have
had one lesser pit stop than the rest). This
resulted in him struggling for any sort of grip,
and his car skidded and limped in the last few
laps, thus losing valuable seconds. Massa crossed
the finish line to a huge roar from the Brazilian
fans, and the Ferrari garage was ecstatic.
Moments later, dramatically, on the penultimate
corner of the eight month long season, Vettel and
Hamilton went past Glock. ‘Last Lap Lewis’

The End of an Era? The Roger Federer-Rafael
Nadal rivalry had reached its peak in 2008.
Entering the 2008 Wimbledon Championships,
Federer was the favourite to win his sixth
consecutive title on the grass courts of
Wimbledon, but Nadal posed a bigger threat to
his superiority than ever before. The Spaniard
came to London on the back of a fourth
consecutive French Open just a month before,
and was backed by many to end Federer’s reign.
Unsurprisingly, the two cruised through to the
final – Federer had been impressive, he reached
the final without dropping a single set. However,
it was the underdog, Nadal, who made the better
start – winning the first two sets, 6-4. The Swiss
then showed just why he had been the world
number one for over four years at the time,
bouncing back to win the next two sets, 7-6. The
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came to converting those chances into goals. It
was slipping away quickly from their grasp, it
looked as if it just wasn’t their day. Ferguson then
brought on Teddy Sheringham and Ole Gunnar
Solskjær as substitutes – moves that paid off for
the team from Manchester. UEFA President
Lennart Johansson later said that he had left his
seat, and gone down to the pitch just minutes
before the final whistle with the trophy, that had
been decorated with Bayern ribbons. He
famously said, “The winners are crying and the
losers are dancing”. While Johansson made the
short journey from his seat to the pitch,
something incredible had happened. Sheringham
equalised in the first minute of stoppage time
with the clock at 90:36, following a corner.
Seconds after the restart, United were awarded
another corner. It was swung in again by to-belegend David Beckham, and the ball was met by
Sheringham’s head, and nestled in by the
Norwegian Solskjær. Bayern were devastated, and
Alex Ferguson soon became Sir Alex Ferguson.

weather threatened to delay the last set until the
next day, but officials decided to, in hindsight,
thankfully go ahead with it. One of the greatest
ever sets at Wimbledon followed, with Nadal
coming out victorious, 9-7, bringing an end to a
duel that lasted nearly 5 hours. Two months later,
he became the world number one – it was the
end of an era.
The Miracle of Istanbul: Two teams, among the
greatest European sides of all time – Liverpool and
AC Milan arrived at Istanbul’s Ataturk Stadium
in May 2005, for the UEFA Champions League
final. What followed is widely regarded as one of
the best football matches ever played.
Milan were favourites, boasting an array of
experienced and skilled players, and it showed.
They went into the lead through their captain,
Paolo Maldini, in the first minute of the game,
and massacred their opponents in the first half.
Two sublime goals from Hernan Crespo meant
that Milan went 3-0 up before half time. “Game,
well and truly over. And I hate saying that”, were
the famous words of commentator Andy Gray.

“Henry! Chance! Goal!” In August 1999,
Arsenal’s manager, Arsene Wenger was questioned
over the transfer of a French striker who had made
just nineteen appearances for Juventus, scoring
three goals in the process, for a transfer fee of eleven
million pounds. Eight years later, Wenger’s
acquisition was vindicated. Thierry Henry left for
Barcelona, after becoming the club’s all time top
scorer with 226 goals in 369 appearances.

Half time on that night is referred to as the
’fifteen minutes that shook the world’. A new
Liverpool side emerged from the tunnel after the
break – same players, different mentality. Three
goals in the space of six minutes from Gerrard,
Smicer, and Xabi Alonso meant that Liverpool
had miraculously pulled themselves level, against
all odds. That took the game into extra time,
where Liverpool’s ‘keeper, Jerzy Dudek was the
standout performer. He kept his side in the game
with some fantastic saves, including one from
Andriy Shevchenko, from six yards out. The game
went to penalties, where Dudek made himself a
club legend, saving penalties from Shevchenko
as well as Andrea Pirlo. Liverpool won, and Andy
Gray was proven wrong.

In December 2011, on the club’s 125th
anniversary, Arsenal immortalised Henry as a
club legend by unveiling a bronze statue of his,
outside the Emirates Stadium. In January 2012,
with Wenger’s Arsenal in crisis, they turned to
their old guard. 34-year old Thierry Henry was
signed on a two-month loan deal, in an attempt
to try and stabilize Arsenal’s season. With the
score at 0-0 against lowly ranked Leeds in an FA
Cup match, Henry came onto the pitch for his
first appearance during his brief spell, as a
substitute – and delivered, as usual. Twelve
minutes out of ninety left to play, Henry received
the ball from Alex Song in midfield, took a touch,
and coolly slotted past the Leeds keeper in his
trademark fashion. As the sound of the ball rolling
into the net was heard, the Emirates Stadium
erupted, while Henry sprinted towards Wenger.
The ESPN commentators fittingly said, “Henry!
Chance! Goal! He may be cast in bronze, but he’s
still capable of producing truly golden moments”.
Karun Singh, 11 S

The Historic Treble: The setting was perfect –
a Champions League Final night in Spain at Camp
Nou, in front of ninety-thousand fans, and many
more in front of their televisions, around the
globe. Bayern Munich, the German champions,
were on the verge of a treble, having already won
the German Cup and the Bundesliga, but so were
their English counterparts, Manchester United.
It was Bayern who made the better start, with
Mario Basler swerving in a free kick for the
Germans early on, but from then on, it was all
United. Alex Ferguson’s team dominated
possession, created chances, yet failed when it
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eSua s dqN fnuksa igys ,d cgqr uknku gjdr dhA esjs twrs ds [kqys gq, ysl ds dkj.k eSa yqMd xbZa vkSj eSuas viuk
ck;k gkFk rksM yh;kA vc eq>s le> esa vk;k dh vkyL; xyr ckr gSA eSa vkidks viuh dgkuh lqukrh gwWAa
'kqØokj] 16 vxLr ;g ?kVuk ?kVhA eSa vius u‘R; izR;ksfxrk ls okil Ldwy vkbZ FkhA ge thrs ugh Fks ij etk
cgqr vk;kA gLrs& gLrs] esa cl esa cSB xbZA tc esjk cl LVkWi vk;k rc eSa vius nksLrks]a jfFku vkSj ’kkEHkoh ds
lkFk mrj xbZA
ge rhuksa esjh nhnh ds lkFk ?kj dh vksj pyus yxsA 'kkEHkoh us eq>ls iwNk]
**thvkuk] vius twrs ds ysl ck¡/k yks] ojuk rqe fxj tkvksxhA** eSuas dgk & **vjs] ge ?kj rks igq¡pus gh okys
gS]a eSa ogh ij mrkj nqx
a hA**
**fQj Hkh ckW/a k yks] rqEgkjk D;k tk,xk\**
**ugha----- eq>s ugha ckW/a kuk!**
**Bhd gS] tSlk rqe pkgks**
eSa pyrh xbZ] fQj jfFku us eq>s dqN fn[kkus ds fy, cqyk;kA tc eSa eqMh] eSa vius ckWga ij fxj xbZA nZn
vlguh; Fkk vkSj esa jks iMhA jksrs & jksrs esa ?kj igq¡p xbZA
?kj ls ge lh/kk vLirky x,] iêh yxokbZ vkSj ?kj ykSV vk,A vkxs dqN fnuksa ds fy, cMh rdyhQ gqbAZ
eSuas vkiuk lcd lh[k fy;k FkkA ,d dgkor gS fd ge viuh xyrh dks rHkh lE>sx
a s tc ge Hkksxx
as As ;g ckr
fcydqy lgh gSA eSa vkzx
z s ls dHkh vius ysl [kqys ugha NksM¡wxh] ;g esjk oknk gSA
thvkuk ?klokyk] 9&,

Hkz"Vkpkj] Hkz"Vkpkj] Hkz"Vkpkj]
Ykksx tkus ls Mjrs gS ckt+kj]
xjhcksa ij gks jgk gS vR;kpkj]
frtksjh viuh Hkj jgh gS ljdkj]

oksV ikus ds fy, cny tkrs gS
buds fopkj]
tark gekjh gS ykpkj]
Hkz"Vkpkj] Hkz"Vkpkj] Hkz"VkpkjA
vUuk gt+kjs us fd;k tark dk
csMk+ ikj]
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vUu&'ku dj ds gq, chekj]
yksx
a ksa dks txk;k bl ckj]
fd;k ljdkj ij ,d okj
vkvks ge lc mBk, vkokt+]
vkSj var djs Hkz”VkpkjA
uafn'kk xqIrk 11&H
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orruption is today a worldwide
phenomenon. In our own country
some people in high positions have
been charged with it.
A corrupt person is termed as immoral,
dishonest and unscrupulous in his
dealings. His disregard for honesty and
truth results in his alienation from
society. The older the system the weaker
it grows and fails to solve the riddles of
life that grow more complex every day.
At this point corruption takes over and
ruins the society. After the Second World
War the old system, with all its values,
was left in shambles. The crippling
effects of the war, recession and
depression, and uncertainties in a
faithless world affected a section of the
population. This section included the
government officials dealing in essential
commodities.
One would say that corruption in India
has almost an ancient history. The
author of the arthashastra made some
remarks on government officials of his
time which are relevant even today.”Just
as it is impossible not to taste the honey
or the poison that finds itself at the tip
of the tongue, so it is impossible for a
government official not to eat up a bit
of the king’s revenue.” These officials
in the post war world became only
bolder while eating up government
money and accepting bribes.
Today when India is free, the officials
are very close to the most corrupt
businessman who loves making profits
out of these deals. Corruption starts at
the top and percolates down to the
whole society.
Kabir Bathla, 8 A
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hat is destiny? The definition of destiny is,
‘the inevitable or necessary fate to which a
particular person or thing is destined.’
Destiny and fate are two much debated topics.
There are some people who believe that a higher
power, or other people’s actions have a great part
in what happens to them, and their life has already
been written out before they live it. Others firmly
believe that your decisions define you; they make
you the person that you are.
I personally lean more towards the fatalists’ side.
This is mainly because the most popular argument
against them is- “So what if I just sit in one place
for the rest of my life. You really think everything
that’s meant to, will come and happen to me?”
When I hear this, I ask, what if you were supposed
to go and sit down in that chair? What if that was
your destiny? What if you are supposed to be
reading this article? What if I’m supposed to be
writing it? What if…okay, you get the point.
What I’m trying to say is what if your life has been
planned out, every last detail, instead of just a
broad outline?
Many people would say it’s impossible for billions
of lives to be planned out like this. Many of them
would also believe in God, or some power out
there great enough to create the universe and
the life in it. If He can do that, why not this?
On the other hand, the idea of actually having NO
say in your own life seems creepy and alien, too.
To think you have no control over what happens
to you makes you feel panicky. It makes you
question why you bother to live your life, then, if
what you do doesn’t matter.
No matter what you think, the choice of enjoying
your life and living it to the fullest remains with
you. Your emotions are your own. It’s all a matter
of perspective.
Pragya Gopinath, 9 C
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Animal cruelty... what comes to your mind?

excellent formula of conditioners that wants
to colour my hair shiny! (No seriously, that’s
what’s written on the back of the bottle).
It’s my most favourite shampoo because it
actually makes my hair shiny, and it’s pink!
Clairol, the company, tests on animals. I
use Clean and Clear face wash because I
want my face to be Clean and Clear, and I
love the smell of apples. Clean and Clear is
a Johnson and Johnson product, and they
test on animals. I use Dove soap because
it makes my skin supple and soft! Every
girl’s desire, manufactured by Unilever. They
test on animals. I use L’Oreal conditioner,
manufactured by Procter and Gamble, and
they do test on animals.

Small cosmetic companies that no one buys
from, and research facilities for the
development of drugs and medicines?
When you talk about it as a whole, there
are several other things that are stained with
animal cruelty.
Let’s start from the beginning. I wake up
early in the morning and my mother walks
into the room and hands me a glass of milk.
I drink the milk as I want to be big and
strong when I grow up. This milk comes
from cows and it is produced for the cow’s
calf, but the calf, when it is born, is tied for
days without its mother, until it dies,
because no one needs the calf for anything.
The companies only need the milk. Cows
that produce this milk are kept in horrid
conditions and live standing on their own
faeces. They are injected with several drugs
a day to increase milk production, and after
they cannot produce milk, they are left to
wander on the streets, alone and unwanted.

I come out of the bathroom and get ready
to go out. I look out of the window and say
to myself, “It’s so sunny, if I go out without
using my banana boat sunscreen with SPF
2000000, I’ll be a fried egg!” The company
tests on animals.
I go to eat my breakfast; a fried egg, two
sausages and some leftover chicken
nuggets from yesterday’s trip to McDonalds.
“Yummy! My favourite.” I eat up, because I
need my proteins and as I mentioned
before, I need to be big and strong when I
grow up. The animals that were killed,
processed and packaged are completely
forgotten because “Non-Veg tastes so
good!”

I brush my teeth with the new ‘Close Up’
because I want people to come ‘close’ to
me’ (rolls eyes) .No, I actually just use it
because I want my breath to stay fresh and
minty throughout the day. Sounds nice,
doesn’t it? Close Up tests on innocent
animals to give you that minty fresh breath.
I wash my hair with Clairol’s Herbal
Essences, because I love the smell. The
shampoo tells me to use it because of its

Before these animals are killed, they are
tortured. They are kept in cramped spaces.
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tests that are unnecessary for the
manufacture of the beverage. The mice are
injected with toxic chemicals to give them
diabetes, they are then force fed tea
extracts, and killed.

Most of the time, they watch other animals
get slaughtered, sense their distress, and
go into depression. Animals are cruelly
killed to give us that meat. Our conscience
is in some crazy, non-vegetarian, fantasy
world, because we think, “It wasn’t us, we
didn’t kill the chicken! The evil guy garbed
in black, with the moustache, teamed up
with Cruella De Vil to kill the animals. “

I’m feeling so fabulous and glamorous,
because I use the best products, eat the
yummiest food, carry refreshing drinks and
wear amazing boots. A summary of what I
did today -I began with torturing a cow in
the morning. I then tortured a rodent, a
rabbit, and some more rabbits. I ate what
Cruella De Vil killed for me, and I boiled a
chicken alive. I skinned an exotic animal
for my boots, I tortured mice. I killed and
tortured animals all day long. However, my
hands are still clean, so you don’t have any
proof of what I actually did.

We are the ones eating the animals. It’s
because of our demand for non-vegetarian
food, that these animals were killed .Cruella
De Vil is killing them, but we are eating
them. You know the guy with the red hair
that sits on a red bench outside McDonalds,
with that big smile that reassures us of his
innocence? He is not innocent, he is evil,
and yet people sit next to him on that red
bench and click pictures with dear old
Ronald. McDonald’s chickens are dumped
out of their transport crates and hung
upside down in metal shackles, which can
result in broken bones, extreme
bruising, and haemorrhaging. Birds have
their throats cut while they are still
conscious and many birds are immersed
in tanks of scalding-hot water while they
are still alive and able to feel pain. Not so
innocent now, eh Ronald?

This rant was just to make you aware of the
extent of animal cruelty, and how everything
around us is stained with animal cruelty.
But remember, we can always make a
change.
Aarushi Joshi, 10 B

I go to wear my new Jimmy Choo
boots because they’re beautiful,
and I’m beautiful, hence I
deserve the best. Jimmy Choo
uses exotic animal skin to make
his Oh So Popular shoes. Why
else do you think they’re so
expensive? No, it’s not because
of his name, it’s because of the
animals’ skin he uses. I walk out
of the house carrying a bottle of
Nestea ice tea, because it’s a
refreshing drink in the heat.
Nestea pays to have tests
conducted on innocent mice,
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GRADUATION
2013 - MR. BHARATRAM’S ADDRESS
My young friends from the graduating
class of 2013, first of all my heartiest
congratulations on your graduation day,
a day which, for you is indeed a
momentous one!

Kutumb” i.e. that the world is one family.
She learnt to be a caring open minded
individual who not only developed a
respect towards different views but also
had a mind of her own.

This is the year the School will also be
completing 25 years of its existence. You
should all be proud that you are walking
out into the next phase of your life from a
School which has been recognized as one
of the best learning institutions of the
country and that too in such a short span
of time!

We got married 45 years ago, a marriage
that was an arranged one; belonging to
families that were as different as cheese
and chalk. I came from a well-to-do
business family, one that was liberal and
free thinking. In contrast, Manju’s family,
was traditional and highly conservative to
the extent that they did not believe in
sending their children to college as it
might influence their minds in
unacceptable ways, in ways which would
be outside the boundaries of their way of
thinking. Thus, Manju passed out from a
Home Science course which her parents
believed would prepare her well for
married life! Had she had the benefit of a
college education, her mind would have
opened up to unimaginable potential,
even beyond what she displayed in later
life.

I hope you will bear with me if I take the
opportunity this year of focusing the
graduation day speech on a personality
who was largely responsible for the
creation of this institution. I was going
through the commencement speeches
that my wife Manju Bharat Ram used to
give on graduation day and I found that
there were many occasions on which she
spoke about inspiring stories of people
who came from humble backgrounds,
who through their vision and application
of mind built lasting organizations.

In our families there was an obvious
contrast of cultures and you might wonder
what bound us together to live happily for
so many years. While our families may
have been very different in outlook, the
core values that we lived by were very
similar. Yet, it is to Manju’s credit not to
have changed her principles but grow in
self-confidence and show her latent
talents and courage in a completely
different environment.

Manju had, in 2009, spoken a little about
her background but I would like to amplify
on her life and how it could be an
inspiration for all young people. She came
from a middle class joint family consisting
of 4 adults and seven children who lived
in three rooms and a store. She recounted
how there were a constant stream of
guests; relatives; friends and friends of
relatives who came to stay with them. All
were warmly treated and everything was
shared without a thought being given to
the limited resources at hand. She also
quoted the Sanskrit phrase “Vasudha

Her first steps outside the comfort zone
of being a house wife were when Mrs.
Durgabai Deshmukh, who came to dine
with us, asked her what she wanted to do
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education she spent considerable time
and energy on social causes in a vast array
of fields. One lesson that I learnt from
her is that a handicap of ill health must
not come in the way of one’s goals and
working towards achieving their vision.

in her life - did she want to remain a house
wife or did she want to use her talents for
some worthwhile cause. The first seeds
of her true personality were laid in that
conversation. There was no looking back
and she helped Mrs. Deshmukh to run the
Blind Relief Association, Delhi and JPM
School for the Blind till her last days. In
fact, her first exposure to education and
her tryst with helping the handicapped
was borne out of this endeavor.

The reason I have spoken about Manju at
length today is not merely because she is
no longer with us but more because of
the inspiration she could be to you, young
people. Many of you may come from
privileged backgrounds and are fortunate
to have a head start over others. What is
important is that this institution has
provided you an opportunity to abide by
good values, principles and the thinking
ability to take you forward in life. I want
to emphasize particularly on values
because this was something very close to
Manju’s heart, which she believed in most
strongly, and wanted to inculcate not only
in her own children but in all children who
have passed through the Shri Ram
Schools. These values she brought from
her family; and refined, nurtured and
imparted them in my family, which in turn
became a way of life for us. In fact, she
came to be known as the binding force of
our family, an “Emotional Chief Officer’
who showed her concern for everyone and
was the guiding star for the family.

Manju has recanted her experiences of
working and learning from Mrs. Kamladevi
Chattopadhyaya and Smt. Rukmani Devi
Arundale in the field of art, culture and
crafts. She was also associated with Mary
Clubwalla in Chennai with Guild of Service
which trained widows to learn some trade
through which they could become selfsufficient.
It was Manju’s quest for knowledge and
learning that enabled her to pick the best
minds, ideas and thoughts to broaden her
horizon. Here was a person who came
from a conservative family, who never lost
sight of her middle class values and
principles, but constantly broadened her
mind and vision.
In the early 80s our family returned to
Delhi from Chennai and that is when
Manju realized that the education our
children were getting in one of the premier
schools of Delhi was far from satisfactory.
With a little bit of financial support from
me she decided to plunge into what she
called the ‘area of child centric and value
driven education’. From this, was born the
idea of The Shri Ram School.

Why I have emphasized so much on
Manju’s value system is because in
today’s world, we all see the erosion of
principles and values. We see greed and
corruption all around us. I am confident
that you, with the good values learnt here
will be the torch bearers and guiding stars
for our society and country.
Lastly I would like you to thank all your
teachers who gave you knowledge, or
Gyan, and moulded your personalities. I
know for a fact that Manju’s values,
through them, would have also touched
you.

What many people do not know is that
she was handicapped from the age of 28
with a debilitating disease which sapped
her energy and mobility. Yet, in spite of
her frail health she kept to her mission
building this wonderful institution. Many
people also do not know that apart from

Thank you.
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Gosh, what a lot has been going on!
Things need to be written, stuff needs to be drawn!
Birthdays up and down the line,
Not a minute to wail or whine,
Busy from the crack of dawn!

TSRS is different from any other school
With teachers so unique, and students so cool
Fun filled activities and sports galore,
TSRS is sure to delight you to the core.
With a bit of academics and lots of fun,
TSRS has everything under the sun
With lots of smiling faces and a few rules,
TSRS is different from any other school.

Taking 8 rounds of the court in basketball,
Thrice a week for assemblies, going to the hall,
Science homework every Wednesday,
“Do what your seniors say”,
In PE while marching, standing tall!

Everybody loves it here and there’s no need to
complain,
In the company of Ramites you’ll be driven insane.
Full of love, fun, happiness and lots of cheer,
To us TSRS is very dear.
Rhea Prasad, 6 D

Urgh, this essay is so long!
10 minutes to 2, the bell will gong.
Chatting with your friends in the bus,
Eating lunch without a fuss,
Doing math with nothing going wrong!
School brings me happiness galore,
Of ice cream and cake we all want more.
Junior School seems so far away,
Lost between our work and play,
Here I’ll be joyful from the crust to the core!
Amrita Go
Goyyal, 6 A

Quarter to eight
A new day begins
Open the gates
The buses are rolling in.
Here comes the teacher
Remember to say ‘namaste’
Then the teacher starts
The first lesson of the day.
“Have you done your
homework?”
The answer’s often no!

Almost everyone’s forgotten
Their notebook at home!
Assembly time!
Hurry up!
Or the house points
Will be cut!
A different class
Will put up a show
What’s it about?
You never know!
Now its break
Lets go the canteen!
If you have twenty rupees
You can buy an ice cream!
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Time for P.E
the only time of the day
When a teacher has to tell us
To shout and play!
All eyes, on the clock
Tick-tock, tick-tock.
Nobody can listen to
What the teachers have to say
As the bell announces
The end of the day!
Kaa
vy
ayani P
al, 6 A
aavy
vya
Pal,

Come and dream with me,
In a world you cannot see.
A world, hidden deep down inside your soul,
Not visible to anyone else, at all.
A world, where there is peace everywhere,
A world, where everything is fair,
A world, where the sky doesn’t have to be blue,
A world, where everything is too good to be true.
A world, where nature’s beauty is all around,
A world, which is with happiness bound.
A world, where you’re completely free,
Come and dream with me.
Rhea Prasad, 6 D

T

he sky was cloudy, not a star in sight. It was a half moon. The air was chilly and there was
no sound except for the occasional gust of wind. There was something about the night’s
stillness that made me feel even colder than I was before. Going out; running away from
that place usually gave me a sense of freedom. It comforted me; but not tonight. Suddenly, I
heard footsteps. I assumed that it would be the animals that usually came to greet me. A cold
hand covered my mouth and eyes, and my world went even darker than it was before.
When I opened my eyes, I was startled to find myself looking into the dark eyes of a man. He
wore a hungry look on his face. His hair was matted and he was completely drenched in sweat.
He was huge, towering over me, and his nose looked broken. There was a jagged scar running
down from his temple to his rough and bruised cheek. He had a gun in his hand. However, it was
his eyes that scared me the most, forcing me back into my senses. They were cold and
expressionless, reminding me of deep, dark pits. I stumbled and tripped, but caught myself just
in time. I ran back to the orphanage, looking back only once to see those dark eyes on me. What
unsettled me the most, though, was - why hadn’t he killed me when he had had the chance?
When I awoke the next morning I couldn’t help thinking that I should have faced my fate at the
jungle- it would have been better than coming back to this prison. We were then called to the
assembly grounds, and we couldn’t help but wonder what the occasion was.
I then saw him standing at the podium, his dark eyes staring into my own, with the evilest grin
in the world.
An
Anyya Ghosh, 7 A
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She waited impatiently near the
phone to see,
If her best friend’s name was on
the caller I.D.
But even when it rung, it wasn’t
her name,
If her best friend didn’t turn up,
her day wouldn’t be the same.
For nine long years, together they
had been,
And on her thirteenth birthday,
her best friend was nowhere to be
seen.
The doorbell rung, she ran down
at a quick pace,
Hoping that at the door would be
her best friend’s face.

But no, it was her best friend’s
mother, delivering a gift,
She said that she had to leave
quickly, and had the poor girl miffed.
In her hands was a tiny packagesquare, narrow, and small,
And when she opened it, it
revealed the best gift of all.
It was the magnet she had gifted
her friend three years ago, on
friendship day,
And seeing this again took her
back all the way.
In the fifth grade, these two best
friends had had a terrible fight,
For three whole months they were
in a cold war, and couldn’t bear
each others’ sight.
Until one night they called each
other and said how sorry they were,
She cried and cried, and told her
best friend how much she
needed her.

And again since then, they were
inseparable, never seen without
the other,
They pledged to stay by each others’
sides, never leave one another.
Attached to the magnet was a
small note that said, “I’m sorry,
I’m down with the flu!
But, my BFF, just wanted you to
know, I’ll still always be there for you.”
The magnet and note were
enough to brighten up her day,
For that magnet bore one true
sentence, “True friendship never
melts away.”
And no matter where they are,
however far apart,
They’ll always share this special
bond, deep down in their hearts.
With tears in her eyes, the smiling
girl went back to the phone,
So that on her rainy day, her best
friend wouldn’t be alone.
Anan
Ananyya Saluja, 7 A

I

stood in front of my favourite place in the world- the candy store. I stepped into the brightly coloured room
with my eyes glazed over and my mind muddled by the immediately intoxicating smell of sweet, sweet, sweet.
I looked around in amazement trying to take in everything at once. It was a humongous rainbow-coloured
room and was lined with glass lockers filled with every candy imaginable. Large lights hung from the ceiling, and
counters were spread around in the room below. They were covered with large glass jars filled with toffee,
candy, and chocolate. The walls of the room were painted to resemble a candy planet, with candy floss clouds
and gingerbread houses.
The sharp smell of liquorice and melting toffee filled my nostrils. I stuck my tongue out as though it was raining,
hoping to taste some of the sweets instead of just smelling them. I was extremely surprised when the delicious
aroma of burnt marshmallows settled on my tongue, as if to take a nap. The store was filled with the delighted
cries of children, who were filled with the same amazement and fascination of historians who have just discovered
the lost city of Atlantis. I stuck my trembling hand into a jar of fruit-flavoured gummy bears, and I sighed deeply
as I felt the satisfying sensation of the soft, squishy substance pressing on my hand.
I then moved on to grab a packet from the hook on the left on me and began to fill it to the brim with candy. I
added gummy bears, jelly beans, marshmallows, some brightly wrapped toffee, and a few packets of sparking
gum which was claimed to fizz at the bottom of your mouth like a firework. After what seemed like an eternity,
I walked out of the store with candy bags in my hands. I turned around and took one last look at the shop. I
thought to myself, ‘The candy store, with its hypnotising scents, bright sights, and obviously, candy, is my favourit
e place in the world.’
Tara Anand, 7 E
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This is a recent story about a man called Yamada Taro. This man was a young engineer who was
quite well off and lived in the city of Sendai in Japan.
It all happened when Yamada joined a new company. The company had a policy of having a complete
medical test after each employee joined the firm. Sadly, Yamada’s result was different from the
others in the company; he had been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer.
Yamada was shocked, and so for a few days he just tried to forget about it. Then he realized that
there was no point in pretending that the problem did not exist and so he set out to confirm the
fact that he had cancer from a different hospital. Even though Yamada could not believe it, he did
have cancer. He went all over the country, meeting many doctors. Nevertheless, he refused to
accept that he had cancer. Many friends told him to start living life like a king since he was to die
very soon. Some told him to try and live as long as possible by taking treatments. He followed the
fewer who suggested treatments. He travelled to India to get treated by ayurvedic treatments .He
went to the United States of America and to France. Then finally, he returned to Japan and started
consulting different doctors but the only thing they said was that they were trying their best and
that was that.
Yamada did not give up. He left his job since he had inherited his parents’ wealth. The doctors
after two months of trying to save him had now almost given up and told him that he could not
survive more than three weeks in all possibility. Yamada was a man of steel, blessed with selfconfidence and hope. He went for another treatment which would last 15 days .Even though by
now he should have been living his last moments with splendour, he went through with the
treatment. It was the 11th of March, two days after the treatment had ended, when the doctor
called him in the morning and told him that he had some more time to live-at least a year and a
half. Yamada was overjoyed. He called his friends, colleagues; anyone he could think of for a
celebration at night. It was 5 o’clock in the evening, when he was buying things from a supermarket
that the 9.0 magnitude earthquake and resultant tsunami hit his city, Sendai. It was soon discovered
that among the debris, Yamada lay dead.
There are many moments like this and many have said that “while fighting against death, you are
actually moving towards death”. If Yamada had just spent the past few days living his life normally
or maybe even happily, he would have gone to Heaven with the satisfaction of a life well-lived and
with no sense of regret.
Life is ironical at all moments, sometimes we give our everything to rise against adverse situations,
and even when we feel like we have succeeded, fate kicks in and in the end, it’s all in Destiny’s
hands. How ironical it is, that at times, when we fight against our one enemy, another enemy comes
and stabs us from the back. Life is itself an irony, contradicting itself at every tick of the clock, but let
us accept this irony and live life acknowledging it, because in the end, it doesn’t even matter.
Pankhuri Prasad, 8 D
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Blue sky
Early morning
No clouds
Sun shining
Gentle breeze
Cars passing
Zoom!
You amble

Chewing cud
Moo!
Asphalt beckoning
You’re venturing out
Honk!
Whoosh!
Thud!
Gone
Meenakshi Nair
Nair,, 9 C

T

he warm air of spring blows through my hair, remi
nding me that summer is drawing nearer; I feel
the branch beneath my feet begin to sway in the
breeze. I toss my pen and paper to the ground below
and sit back against the trunk. I am suspended high
above the ground, held up by only a wooden support.
Here, the world is mine to control. I have no cares, no stress, and no worries. In my tree, I am free to think and
feel without the fear of being judged. Here, I think about life, loss, and love. Mostly, though, I think about the
loss of my mom.
I was only 10 years old, a high school freshman, when my mom passed away. There was no warning, no time to
“prepare,” and shock was my only emotion. I had plenty of family and friends, but at that moment, I felt completely
alone.
I went through all of the so-called stages of grief, in no particular order and some more than others. I met with
a counselor twice, spent days in the school counselor’s office, and held late-night crying sessions by phone with
close friends. Though no one completely understood, I did have those who were willing to listen.
Various people told me I should find my own way to cope with this sudden loss. So I did just that. I read books
about death, dying, and grief, known as “bibliotherapy.” I talked to friends, teachers, and anyone willing to
listen. I even spoke to my Sociology class and managed to inspire a few classmates to share their own experiences.
Though being with other people helped, the best method of dealing was simply being alone. I needed a sanctuary,
and I found one right in my own front yard.
My tree, which until recently I had been unable to climb, turned into a haven. Within its branches, I became
shielded from not only the weather but the troubles of life. I was not hiding from life, but letting my problems sift
through the leaves like beams of sunlight. I dealt with them one at a time, at my own pace, with no fear of ridicule.
Over the next three years, I started to become more comfortable with my unique situation. I talked less and
started listening more. I became a counselor for my friends, helping with their problems and offering a shoulder
to cry on. As much as I helped them, they helped me even more. I realized I could turn my tragic experience into
something positive. It was during this time that I decided to become a social worker so I can help others as they
have helped me.
As I watch the sunset through the branches, the sky looks even more brilliant from here, more vivid somehow.
As the air becomes chilled by the darkening sky, I know it is time to leave for the night. I climb down slowly, savoring
the feel of the rough bark against my palms. I make my way inside and settle into my bed, staring out the window.
There, I see my tree, standing tall, proud, and ready for anything. I guess you could say the same about me.
Bha
vy
a Dua, 8 C
Bhavy
vya
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Briefly, the deer’s eyes met mine, darkened with
an understanding for what was sure to come.
The deer’s legs tensed, ready to carry it to
safety… but I could not let that happen.
With a heavy heart, I pulled the trigger.
There was a single crack... and a sickening thud.
The heavy carcass of the deer on my shoulders
weighed down on my conscience. Sadness
welled up inside me with each step I took.

I

As I pushed open the door of my house, and
looked into the bright eyes of my famished
family I felt warm tears roll down my cheeks;
the salty taste choking me as I whispered,
‘Thank you, my dear friend.’
Ashvin Lakhw
ani, 9 C
Lakhwani,

first spotted the deer from a distance as it
grazed on a patch of fresh green grass,
beside a small pond. It was the first one that
I had spotted in days in this part of the forest.
Like a predator stalking its prey, I stole closer.
Hidden by the shadows of a large oak, I carefully
aligned my faithful Braser hunting rifle with the
deer’s body, my finger resting on the trigger. I
took a deep breath to calm myself.
Just as I was about to pull the trigger, I lost my
footing and sent a couple of rocks rolling into
the pond. The splash of water disturbed the
pregnant silence of the forest. The deer cocked
its ear for the briefest moment before fleeing.
I followed the trail of the hoof prints, trying to
be as silent as possible so as not to warn the
deer of my approach. I feared that, sensing the
impending doom, the deer would flee once
more.

vkdk”k ds “khry gok esa ygjkdj]
vius lkfFk;ksa ds lax pg&pgkdj]
uhy xxu esa vius ia[k ilkjuk pkgrh gw¡A
bl LokFkhZ nqfu;k ls nwj gksdj]
bUnz/kuq”k ds jaxksa esa viuk lalkj clkuk
pkgrh gw¡A
unh ds fdukjs ,d gjs&Hkjs isM+ esa
viuk uhM+ ltkuk pkgrh gw¡A
fpfM+;k ?kj ds fiatjs ls eqDr gks tkuk
pkgrh gw¡A

Finally, I spotted it in the clearing just ahead of me.
The deer was close, really close.
Its coat was the golden-brown of ripe wheat; its
innocent eyes the black of coal. Spellbound by
its grace, I almost decided not to kill the creature.
But then it all came back to me, I was reminded
of why I was hunting after all- it was for my
family’s sake. My two little children and my wife
had not eaten a decent meal in over two weeks.
They were growing weaker by the day and I was
determined not to starve them any longer.
I focused on the deer, my index finger resting
on the trigger of my Braser, waiting for the right
moment.

fufdrk eukspk 11-H
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Hundreds of lives were lost that day
Hundreds of families cried
The men in red were heroes they say
For the people of New York, they died
Sirens wailed and people ran
As the giants came crumbling down
Clouds of dust like tornadoes of sand
Polluted the air around
Engulfed in fire and echoed with screams
North & south succumbed to smoke
Robbing lives and smiles and dreams
The towers seamlessly broke
10 years from that fateful day
We bow our heads in grief
“May the heavens heal you” we say
And may you rest in peace...
Shaur
1 H.
Shauryya Dimri, 1
11

'kCn gS vkdkj esa NksVs]
ij eryc vkSj vlj gS xgjsA
pkjksa vksj gfj;kyh gS]
[ksr esa dke djrk ,d ekyh gSA
fnu&jkr oks esgur dj ds ilhuk gS cgkrk]
eq[k ij eqLdku ltkdj viuk fnu oks fcrkrkA
dM+drh /kwi esa gy pykdj]
[ksr esa Qy vkSj ikS/ks mxkdj]
vius ifjokj dks oks gS lEHkkyrkA
de iSlksa esa Hkh oks [kq'kh ls viuk thou gS fcrkrk]
Hkxoku ls vkSj T;knk ds fy, dHkh
Hkh[k ugha ek¡xrkA

dj ns mYykl ;k t[e fny dks]
djuk /;ku ls bLrseky budksA
fj'rs curs vkSj VwVrs gSa buls]
bruh gS rkdr] bu opu esa
tks ,d ckj ;g ck.k NwVs]
uk pwl lds fQj eq¡g ds Hkhrj]
tc 'kCnksa dh /kkjk QwVsA
ftl tc dh 'kklu gks bruh]
ml ij dkcw dh vge gS nqxquhAA

fufdrk eukspk] 11 ,p

e/kwoUrh] 11 ,p
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So instead, she cast a devastating spell
That would ensure his personal hell
She bound him in the body of a dwarf
And that very moment, he morphed
And so he would remain, till the time
He thought a lady incomparably divine

(Based on the book by Gerald Morris)
Sir Gaheris was an impudent knight
Liked to scorn women, and their beauty slight
He was on his way to Camelot, when he met
A true born damsel in distress
She tittered and giggled and fluttered her eyes
And asked him, “Sir Knight, would you be so kind?

Sir Gaheris suddenly felt much shorter
Surely a minute ago he had been three feet taller?
He cried, “you’re insane, you’re completely mad!’
The lady cackled,” Not at all comrade!
If considered a lesson in social niceties,
For you, hope there might be.”

He pursed his lips and hummed and hawed
Squinted, brooded, and then paused
“Madam, that question I must precede
By another-is your eye diseased?
You see, it flutters without cause
I have some ointment, if you would want.”

Sir Gaheris then rolled his eyes
“Oh, I see where this is going, I should have realized
You, my dear lady are hurt beyond belief
And so madam, I must take your leave
And I leave thee with a parting missive:
I still don’t think you’re that delicate”

The lady face went from white to pasty
And she looked at Gaheris like he was something nasty
She puffed out her chest and indignantly glowered.
“I most certainly do not!” she all but hollered.
“I’m sorry.’ Gaheris said cheerily
“I just expected Camelot’s ladies to be pretty”

And this, unfortunately, dear friends,
Is where this poem must sadly end
You see, the lady, in her rage,
Took off her boot, and chucked it all the way
Where it hit Sir Gaheris on the head
And he went down; unconscious, not dead
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She changed colour yet again, this time to red
Prepared to whack him, but restrained herself,
You see, in ancient, peaceful, Camelot
The spectrum of violence extended only to jousts
And besides she didn’t want the ***** to know
That he had severely injured her ego

Children’s eyes are beautiful,
They know what is true.
They see good in everyone,
And see bad in very few.
They look up to their elders,
And cherish what they get.
They are happy with what they see,
And never do they fret.
They are like little spies,
God has sent from above
Always teaching how to forgive,
And how to always love!
Rhea Prasad, 6D
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***
“You’re here, Anna. I knew you’d come.” he whispered.
“Shh. I’m not supposed to be.”
“I know that. I know they don’t like you. They want you gone. It’s only because they don’t know you
like I do. Maybe if they met you…” he trailed off.
“I’ve told you before, now is not the right time.” She sighed.
“It’s never the right time.”
***
“My darling boy, you’re back. Did you enjoy your term at schoo-”
“Where’s Anna?” he asked urgently, cutting her off.
She looked to her husband, almost in tears, “You said! You told me! You promised!” she shrieked
incoherently. She whirled around, facing her seventeen year old boy, “There is no Anna. There never
has been. She doesn’t exist. Why don’t you understand that?” she said, finally breaking down.
He turned towards his father, as though seeking answers. The man looked at him with disgust and
walked away.
“What are you saying? I don’t understand. She’s right behind you.”
“He needs help!” his mother sobbed.
***
“Let’s start with a hundred” said the doctor.
A surge of electricity coursed through his veins. “Anna! I can’t see you!” he screamed as her figure
receded into the smoky horizon. “I’m right here.” She reassured him.
“A hundred and fifty”
His back arched as her name ripped through his lips. He could only see her from the corner of his
eyes. “Why don’t you say something? Anything?” he almost begged. He couldn’t hear her anymore.
“Two hundred”
He thought back to when he first met her, catching a fleeting glimpse of her standing under the oak.
Things are so different now. He felt as if he could never go back. His illusion, dream, gone forever.
“Two hundred and fifty”
As the final wave of electricity shocked his very core, he felt her leave. She was no longer there;
nothing was.
“Peter. Are you with us?”
He looked at the doctor, dazed. He couldn’t think, he couldn’t feel. Why was he here? Something
was amiss, but what? He didn’t know. He couldn’t tell.
A strange sense of calm washed over him. He was comfortably numb.
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